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Abstract
This thesis presents a generalized version of the Preisach model of hysteresis

which is designed to describe the temperature dependence and field dependence

of the i¡reversible response of magnetically ordered materials everywhere below
their critical temperature ?i. The model decomposes the magnetizing process

into a sequence of Barkhausen events, each of which is represented by a double

well potentiâi with moment p,, two states ö - l.rt, a dissipation energ-y w¿: p,h"

and a stored energ"y W, :2ph¿. Ã given magnetic material is characterized by
an ensemble of Barkhausen elements with a distribution of characteristic fields
p(h",h¿)'The distribution is allowed to vary with temperature in o¡der to reflect
intrinsic variations with temperature of the anisotropy and pinning mechanis-s,
in such a way that the coe¡cive field distribution collapses into a ð-functio n õ(h")
as T approaches 7" from below. Thermal fluctuations are represented by a thermal
viscosity field åi : @BT/¡t)In(t"*f ro).

The model was used to simulate numerically various standard experimen-

tal response functions, including the temperature dependence of the zero field
cooled moment in a fixed applied field äo, the temperature dependence of the
field cooled moment in a ûxed applied field, initial magnetizing and major hys_

teresis loop isotherms, and remanences, aud the influence of each model parameter

on the magnetic response functions was studied systematically. The model sim-
ulations identified the ratio 4 of the mean zero temperature dissipation barrier
lv¿(O) to the critical thermal fluctuation energy w": fuT"In(t*o/ro) *an im-
portant parameter which influences the principal structural characteristics of the
response, and which can be used to classify materials as fluctuation-dominated or
anisotropy-dominated.

The model was applied to the analysis of the measured response functions
five systems, two nanoparticulate systems, Fef si,o2 and, NiFezo+, which were



fluctuation-dominated, and three ferromagnetic perovskites SrRuos, Lasssrs.s-

Coos, and' Las.7srs.sMno3, which were anisotropy-dominated. The analysis

yielded the spectrum of Barkhausen characterisiic fields p( h.,l¿¡,") and the Barkhausen

moment P'(T), from which it is possible to ¡econstruct a physical picture of the

evolution of the Barkha'usen free energ-y barriers with temperature, a.s well as

some description of the reve¡sible component of the response.
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Chapter 1

Hysteresis in Magnetic Materials

1.1 Hysteresis

Hysteresis is one of the most recognizable and important characteristics of ferro-

magnetic materials, and for-s the basis for a wide variety of technologies, from

permanent magnets to maguetic recording media, from energy conversion devices

to elect¡onic devices. Hysteresis refers to the non-unique, history-dependent and

time-delayed response of magnetic materials to changes in an external applied

magnetic field. Essentially, hysteresis originates from the existence of metastable

minima in the free energy, which result from a complex a¡d delicate balance of

several competing energy terms, which include exchange energ'y, anisotropy energy

(crystalline, shape, stress, etc), magnetostatic energ.y, and applied field energy.

L.2 Types of Hysteresis

I.z.L Hysteresis: Delay

When we apply a time-varying magnetic field Ho- Ho(ut), the output response

of the material is M : M(ut - ô), where the response depends on the frequency

ø. There is a delay ô which represents the lag in the response behind the applied

field. Here M is magnetization. This kind of response cau be expressed by a



complex susceptibility. Assume the external field is

Ho: Hoetut

AIso assume that the response M is linea¡:

M - Mo";{'t-d)

Then the complex susceptibility is

(1 .1)

(1.2)

(1.3)x:#-!!e"-*:i -i,x,,

When the response is non-linear, the susceptibitity is much more complicated,

and it is a function of frequency.

i.@):x@)-ix"(r)

In the discussion in this thesis, we a.ssume all processes are quasi-static, so that

the input changes are arbitra¡ily slow, and the rate-dependence of hysteresis is

negligible.

L.2.2 Hysteresis: History or Memory

The futu¡e evolution of a magnetic system depends not only the present stimulus

but also the past history. There are two kinds of such memory, local memory and

nonlocal memory, according to the subdivision of Giorgio Bertotti t1].

Local memory. In figure (1.1), which shows a system with local memor¡ the

values of the external field I/. and the total moment M are sufficient to specify

the system. Each point in the M - fr. plane uniquely specifies one state. If
the state is at point (Hr, Mr), the subsequent evolution will be either (H2, M2) or

(He, Ms). There are only two possible curves originating from the point (Ht, Mt),

which depend on whether the stimulus fI2 or II3 is smaller or greater than I/r.



ê(H.,,M')

Figure L.7: Hi,story-dependent hysteresis

All the past history before the point (Hu Mù is wiped out.

Nonlocal memory. In a system with nonlocal memory I/o and M do not give a

complete characterization of the system. I-u figure (1.1), if the present state is at

point (I/1, My), aft,er a new stimulus H2, wê cannot specify the next state of the

system unless the past history is provided. In such a case, the curves originating

from the point (/fi, Mt) *i]l form a family of curves, with more than just two

possible branches. This kind of behaviour is typical of real magnetic materials.

1.3 Characterization of Hysteresis

1.3.1 Hysteresis Loop

The hysteresis loop is the most obvious manifestation of the history-dependent

behaviour of magnetic systems, according to which, the present state depends on

both the applied field and the history. If the magnetic system is in a demagnetized



state, then af[er an external field is applied, the component of the magnetization

along the direction of the field will evolve along o -+ E + A as shown in figure

(1.2), until the field is suficiently large that no further gain of magnetization can

be achieved. At this stage, the magnetic system is uniformly magnetized, and

the system has reached the saturationstate. The cuwe OEAis called the i,ni,ti,al

magnetizi'ng curua When the field is reduced after saturation, the magnetization

follows another branch A + B -> C. The residual magnetization when the

applied field reaches zero is referred to a^s the saturation remanence Mr. To

reverse the magnetization, an oppositely directed field is needed to demagnetize

the material, until the magnetization is zero. The field at this stage is called

the coertiuity H". Continuing to increase the field in the reverse direction, will

eventually produce saturation in the negative direction at the state C. Changing

the direction of the field, and gradually increasing it will generate the branch

C -+ D + A. The whole sequence A + B -+ C -> D + Aconstitutes aso-called

maior hysteresis loop. On the other hand, if the magnetic system is magnetized

along the initial magnetization curve up to E where the material is not saturated

magnetically, and the field is then reversed to state G where the field value is

equal in magnitude to that at state E, then a loop E -+ F -+ G -+ H + E

is formed, calied the mi,nor loop. Obvtously, there are an infinity of such minor

loops.

There are many different shapes of hysteresis loops. These can be classified

into six kinds as shown in figure (1.8).

(1). Tall and narrow: the saturation magnetization is high, while the coercivity

is low.

(2). Wide (pot-bellied): both the saturation magnetization and the coercivity are

high.

(3). Rectangular: the loop is approximately a rectangle.



Figure I.2: Hysteresi,s loop

(4). Skewed rectangular: a parallel polygon.

(5). Wa^spwaisted: the width of the loop is narrower in the middle than in the

other parts. This thesis will provide one possible explanation for such a shape.

(6). Asymmetric: the ascending branch and the descend.ing branch are not sym-

metric with respect to the origin.

So, the shapes of hysteresis loops are very complicated. It is possible to

calculate hysteresis loops of materials theoretically using various models. The

Preisach model discussed in this thesis is an elegant tool for calculating and

interpreting hysteresis loops.

L.3.2 Magnetizing Remanence and Demagnetizing Rema-
nence

If' along the initial magnetization curve, before the saturation state is reached,

and after each increment of the magnetic field, the field is removed, then there



(1)

M

Figure L.3: Different shapes of hysteresis loops

will be a remanencê, Mrr, Mrz, Mrz, ... Mr, as shown in figure (1.a). When these

remanences are plotted with respect to the external field, they will form a curve

called the møgneti,zing rernl,nence cun)e (dashed line oA in figure (1.4)).

Correspondingly, when we demagnetize the system, and, after each step of

decrement of the reversed field, we remove the field, then the response of the sys-

tem is called the demagnetizing rernønenca When the demaguetizing remanence

is equal to zero, the corresponding field is called the remanent coerciui,tS¡, denoted

by Hn. As long as hysteresis is present, ,t/"" is larger than I/".

1.3.3 Anhysteretic Curve

Are there ways to reach a magnetization state which is independent of the history

of the magnetic system? In fact there are two ways to generate such a history-

independent or anhysteretic curve. One way is to superimpose a constant field äs

onto an oscillating field of slowly decreasing ¡mplitude, as shown in figure (1.5).

If the static biasing field is changed to another value, and the sâme sequence is

repeated, the states for all different I/o v¡ill form the anhystereti,c cun)e. This curve



(1) Magnetizing remanence (2) Demagnetizing remanence

Figure 7.4: Magnetizing rernanence ønd demagnetizing rernl,nence

is independent of history. The oscillating field erases any memory of previous

states possibly occupied by the system before demagnetization.

Another way to generate a history-independent curve is to heat the magnetic

system above the Curie temperature, and then slowly cool it down to the final

temperature under a constant field IIo. The states after thermal demagnetization

and ac-demagnetization are slightly different, but the two sequeuces bring the

system quickly to thermodynamic equilibrium under the given ûeld([l],p19), while

hysteresis prevents the system from reaching the equilibrium state.

Ac-demagnetization and thermal demagnetization will be discussed in depth

in the following sections.

L.4 Theoretical Basis Hysteresis

L.4.I Spontaneous Magnetization

Even when ferromagnetic materials a¡e in their demagnetized state, they are

subdivided into small magnetically saturated regions called d,omai,ns. In each

domain the atomic magnetic moments are aligned in some specific pattern by the

7



Figure L.5: Genero,ting sequence for the anhystereti,c cunte(døshed lines)

etchønge interaction This interaction leads to a spontaneous rßagnetizati,on.

Exchange interaction

Assume that in one domain we have many atoms. The exchange interaction

between atom i and atom j depends on their magnetic moments, which are related

to the total spin of the electrons on that atom by F: gpøj, where g is spin

splitting factor, ¡.ts is Bohr magneton. The exchange energy is then:

8",: -lze'$. S,
à<j

(1.4)

where 4¡ is the exchange integral between atom i and atom j. If only the closest

z neighbours of atom i are taken into account, and if we make the assumption

that all atoms have same number of neighbours, then the interaction between



atom i and all of its neighbours is:

Ee,,i : -zASi D S, (1.5)
j=L

Equation (f.S) can be written:

Ees,i: -gpa1¿.Ê" (1.6)

where .ã" is the effective magnetic field experienced by the d-th atom:

Ê": ?>s, G.T)?ltø /=r 
J

If spin 
^9]' is replaced by its average value < Sj > , the total moment is:

Iû:Ngpa.,írt (1.8)

and the effective magnetic field in equation (1.2) can then be ¡ewritten as:

-= 2zA -H": 
¡vg'-t?"M: ÀM (1'9)

where

\- 2zAn: 
ñrU¡ (1.10)

where z is the number of nearest neighbour atoms, N is the total number of
atoms, and -4 is the exchange integral assumed to be constant.

Equation (1.9) provides the physical origin for the spontaneous alignment

of the atomic magnetic moments into speciûc patterns. According to Weiss rnolec-

ular fi,eld theory Ii" in equation (1.g) is also called rhe molecutar fi,eld,.

Spontaneous rnagnetization

For ferromagnetic systems, if we have z¿ atoms per volume in the molecular field

H", we can calculate the magnetic moment at temperature T as follows.



First, each atom has a magnetic moment related to the total angular mo-

mentum of the atom:

¡t, : grr@ t¡¡r" (1.1 1)

where -I is a quantum number which comes from the spin and orbital momenta, g

is the spectroscopic splítting factor, or g factor, úd pa is the Bohr møgneton[2].

The possible values of p¿ along the direction of the molecula¡ field II" can

only take on discrete values:

þn: gþaMt (1.12)

where M¡ is the magnetic quantum number. The possible values of M¡ can only
be:

Mt = J,J - l, J - 2,...,-(J - Z),-(J - L),-J

The potential energy of each moment in the field II" is:

Eo = -gM¡þaH. (1.13)

According to Boltzmann statistics, the probabiliiy of an atom having energy .Eo

is proportional to

"-Ee 
/ kBT _ 

"9tta 

Mt He /koT

where ,t¿ is Boltzmen'.'s constant. The magnetization M is:

Mg) : n2-M, (1.14)
Dt*r=-t ¿gttaMtEe/kaT

Performing the sum in equation (1.14) results in the function:

Mg) : ngp4JB(J,a)

where B(J,a) - ffcotht#" - ficothfi is caled rhe

(1.15)

Brillouí,n functio n [J],

10



and a : gJl.raH"/kBT. The factor ngJpa is the product of the number of atoms

per unit vohrme and the mæcimum moment of each atom in the direction of the

field, aud is in fact the saturation magnetization Ms.

So the magnetization is:

Mg)/Mo: B(J,a) (1.16)

Equation (1.16) is a self-consistent expression for M(T). Its solution can be ob-

tained as follows.

Fïom equation (1.9)

a: gJp,sH./kBT : gJp,sÀMg)/kBf

With M0 : n7Jps, equation (1.17) becomes:

Mg) knT
Mo ù,(gJp,s)2*

(1.17)

(1.18)

Equation (1.16) and equation (r.rs) are functions of (J, o). Given a temperature

T, these two equations can be solved simultaneously to uniquely specify the value

of M(T).

Curie Temperature

If we draw the curve of Equation (1.16) and the straight line of equation (1.18)

versus a at various temperatures, then when the slope of the curve is equal to

the slope of the straight line at the origin d,:0, the spontaneous magtretization

will be zero. The corresponding temperature is the Curie Temperature ?". This

procedure yieids:

T": ns2 qLJ(J + t)^/JkB (1.1e)

11



Paramagnetism

Above the Curie temperature, the spontaneous mag,netization disappears, but

each atom still has a permanent moment, so that when an external magnetic field.

is applied, there will be an induced magnetization along the direction of the field:

M' : ngppJB(J,a)

As long as there is a magnetization, there will be a

case contains two ûelds:

X_ T-L

(1.20)

molecula¡ field, so o in this

(1.22)

(1.24)

of the Spontaneous

d: gJLLB(H"+ 
^M')/kpT

When T Þ 7", o ( 1, so equation (1.20) can be expanded as:

(1.21)

M' x rgJp"#o

Substituting equation (1.21) into equation (1.22) yields, after some ma.nipulation,

the susceptibility:

u _ M' _ n(J +7)Jg2pt2"
^ Ho \kB T - (nr(rt!b'pl^)

(1.23)

If we define: c :4!W and a - n¡(¡t!)g2tt2n^, then equation(1.28) is the

Curie-Weiss law:

C

Approximation of the Temperature Dependence
Magnetízation

At low temperatures, ? -) 0, the Brillouin function becomes:

B(J,a)ry 1- I 
e-o/t-J" (1.25)

t2



Flom equation (1.16) and equation (1.18), the spontaneous magnetization can be

obtained:

M(T):. 1 - ' s,
Ms 1- je-t+t-t (1.26)

This is not consibtent with experimental data.

Another theory, called spin waue theory, gives a better result:

Yp:r- o,Ts/z e.z1)Ms

where ": ry(+)t/', A is ihe exchange integral, and. z is the number of atoms

in one primitive cell.

At high temperatures, o -l' 0, the Brillouin function becomes

B(J,a) * #" - 
(J+4) 

.(2J2 !2i2+1) d, (1.28)

After some manipulation, the spontaneous magnetization is given by:

¡M(T)p _ 10 (J + 1)2 (7" _ t\ (rLÈJ : T'VTúLy(r - t) l'I +r.) (1.2e)

More generally, equation (1.29) can be rewritten in the form:

Mg): 
'10 

("r-' rtz ' 'T

Ms -'3'¡z¡ift1ylà(;-Ðþ (1'30)

In molecular field theory þ : 7/2. But many experimental results show that

p x Ll3. F\rr¡her improvement of the theory yields p x L/J as well[2].

L.4.2 Free Energy

Anisotropy Energy

(t). Magnetocrystalli,ne Anisotropy

Crystal structures with different symmetries have different forms of anisotropy

energ'y. Unia><ial and cubic forms are the most common. For uniaxial symmetry,

13



the anisotropy energ'y is given by

E*: V(Ko * K7sin20 + K2sin40 + ...) (1.31)

where the rno, Kt, Kz.-- are crysta[ine anisotropy constants, g is the angre

between the easy a:ris and the di¡ection of the magnetization, and V is the volume

of the material. For cubic symmetry, the anisotropy energ-y has the form:

Et : vlKo + l{rm'2g + sina\stn2zç) + 
ftsm2esin2z\si,nzzp + ...1 (1.32)

where (0,9) are the o¡ientation angles of the mag¡etization vector in a spherical

coordinate system.

(2). Shape Anisotropy Energy

This energy is caused by discontinuities in the magnetization at the surface of the

material, which generate a demagnetizing field. uzuaüy an approximation cau be

written as:

n,: fi{u,m2,+ Nu*l+ N"m2") (1.33)

where Tnu TTLs,TrLz are the components of the magnetic moment along three axes,

and .f/r, N.y, N, are the demagnetizing factors.

(3). Other Anisotropy Energi'es Other anisotropy energies include the surface

øni,sotropy energy [17], when the magnetic system is composed of single-domain

fine particles, and the magnetoelastic anisotropy enerry which is caused by the

stress inside materials' In the special case when the magnetostriction is isotropic,

then for a cubic crystal the magneto-elastic energ"y takes the form:

trume--rÀocos"0 (1.84)

where À is the straia, ø is the stress, and 0 is the angle between M and ø.

L4



(c)

Figure I.6: Three dotnai,n shaTses

L.4.3 Domain Structure

The existence of domains in magnetic materials is essentially the result ef minimi2-

ing the free energy. The relevant energies are excha¡ge energy, magnetostatic en-

ergy (demagnetizing energy), external magnetic field energy, magnetocrystalline

anisotropÏ enerry, and magnetoelastic energy. If a bulk material were not subdi-

vided into domains, the demagnetizing energy would be very large. usually the

demagnetizing energy is the principal impetus for the formation of domeins.

Once a bulk material is partitioned into domains, the domain configurations

can assume va¡ious forms, but the following principal types a¡e observed: (a) open

flux, (b) closed flux, (c) rotating flux [5], as shown in figure (1.6).

In part (a) of figure (1.6), the demagnetizing energy still exists, because

there is a magnetization discontinuity on the surfaces, but it is much smaller

than if there were no subdivision into domains. The free energ-y contains mag-

15



netostatic energ-y, domain wall energy, no magnetocrystalline enerry (since the

magnetization is along the easy æ<is), no magnetoelastic energ-y (strain), and no

intra-domain exchange enerry(since the neighbouring atomic moments are aligned.

parallel).

In part (b) of figure (1.6), there is no demagnetizing energ.y, because the

magnetic flux is closed inside the sample. If the material has cubic symmetry,

the moments a¡e along the easy axes, so there is no crystalline anisotropy energy.

The main energies are domain wall energy and magaetoelastic energ-y which is

due to the fact that the closure domains are unable to deform freely under the

spontaneous stress exerted by the principal domains (the bigger domains). When

the material has uniærial symmetry, magnetocrystalline anisotropy enerry must

be included.

In part(c) of ûgure (1.6), the atomic moments gradually rotate in a contin-

uous manner, and the magnetic flux is closed inside, so there is no demagnetizing

energ"y, no domain wall energy, but exchange energy must be considered. This

type of domain structure is not common.

L.4.4 Single Domain Particles

Generally speaking, in magnetic systems, all forms of energy cont¡ibute to the

final structure, which corresponds to a local minimum in the total free energy.

Multidomain structure is one possible final state. Fïom the discussion above, we

can see that many of the enerry terms depend on the dimensions of the specific

magnetic sample. When the dimensions reach some lower critical value, the par-

ticle can assume a single domain structure. This can be seen from the following

simple modet [6].

For a spherically shaped particle, there are two kinds ofenerry to consider:

16



exchange enerry and magnetostatic euerry. The magnetostatic energy is

n,:f,xu, :lrþ*)r{lu, (1.35)

where R is the radius of the sphere, f is the demagnetizing factor in CGS units,

and M is the magnetization. To calculate the excha¡ge energ-y for a configuration

in which the atomic moments point along crosed rings about a common a:<is,

the sphere is divided into small cylinders, each cylinder being composed of many

rings. This simple model gives the following expression for the exchange energ"y:

8",: hlRp"4 
- I

where ø is the interatomic distance, A is the exchange constant, and R is the

radius. When the energy in equation (1.9b) and the energy in equation (1.36)

reach a balance, we obtain a critical radius for the sphere. When the particle

is smaller than this value, the whole particle is a single domain. Otherwise the

magnetostatic energy turns out to be bigger, and as a result the particle must be

multidomain in order to decrease the total energy.

1.5 Magnetizing and Magnetization Reversal pro-
CCSSCS

1.5.1- The Magnetizing Process

The magnetizing process is a mixture of domain wall motion and magnetic mo-

ment rotation. Roughly speaking, there are four stages in the magnetizing process

as shown in figure (1.2):

(1). Reversible domain wall motion:

W'heu the external applied field is small, domains which are oriented in the same

di¡ection as the field will expand by domain wall motion. After the field is re-

(1.36)
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moved, the domain walls resume their original positions, so that the initial part

of the magnetization curve is reversible.

(2). rrreversible Domain wall Motion and Barkhausen Jumps:

With a further increase in the applied field, the magnetization will experience

sudden and discontinuous changes, which a¡e caused by the sudden motion of
domain walls or a sudden change in the domain configuration. The former effect

is called the Borkhausen effect (figure (1.S); the latter is a sudden change in the

topological structure of the domains. Both mechanisms a¡e irreversible.

(3). Rotation of Magnetic Moments within Domains:

Here, the increase of maguetization is mainly caused by the rotation (reversible

and irreversible) of domain moments as they reorient along the direction of the

external field.

(a). Approach to Saturation:

A rather large increase in f/o produces only a relatively small increase in M.

The above subdivision is somewhat arbitrary because wall motion and ro-

tation are not sharply divisible processes.

L.5.2 Magnetization Reversal

The process of demagnetizing a magnetic material from the saturation state to the

zero magnetization state by applying a reverse field is called the magnetization

reversal process. It includes domain wall motion and nucleation, and moment

rotation (reversible or irreversible). The coercivity in this process is associated

only with the irreversible processes.

18
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Figure 7.8: Barkhausen jumps

(r). coercivity Dominated by rrreversible Domain \¡/a[ Motion:

If the material has a multidomain structure, then when the external magnetic

field is reduced from its saturation value, domains which favour minimization of

the system free energy will nucleate and grow. At the same time, hindrances try

to prevent the wall motion. If the field is sufrcient big, the magnetization will

experience a series of Ba¡khausen jumps. Since wall motion through a d.istance ø

is equivalent to a change in magnetization, the critical field is proportional to the

maximum gradient of the system free enerry:

nooP
Or

(1.37)

where the free energ"y E includes the domai¡ wall energy and its adjoining do-

main energy. The hindrance to the domain wall motion may come from different

sources, such as inclusions, micro-stress, and so on.

consider an example of a 1800 domain wall, shown in figure (1.g)( [2], pBB3).

Part (a) represents the system free energy E as afunction of domain wall position

s. The gradient of the energy with respect to s is shown in part (b). At Ho - 0,

the wall is at position 1, in an energy minimum. As f/. is increased from zero, the

20



wall moves reversibly to 2. If. the fietd is removed, the wall returns to 1. Position

2 is a point of ma>cimum energy gradient; if the field is suffcient to move the wall

to 2, it is sufficient to cause the wall to make an irreversible jump to 3, which

is the only point ahead of the wall with an equally strong restoring force. This

is a Barkhausen jump. If the field is reduced to zero, the wall will go back, not

to point 1, but to point 4, which is the nearest zero field enerry minimum, thus

exhibiting the phenomenon of hysteresiS and remanence. A reverse field will then

drive the wall reve¡sibly from 4 to 5, and by another Ba¡khausen jump from 5 to

6. If the diagram in (b) is rotated through 900, it takes the fo¡m of the elementary

hysteresis loop in (c).

The hysteresis loop of a real specimen is a sum of a large number of elemen-

tary loops which represent the response from all domain wall motions, summed

over the whole volume of the specimen. The coercivity of the specimen is the

average of all the critical fields of the different domain growth instabilities. The

argument here is the background underlying the Preisach model, which divides a

magnetic system into small, elementary bistable subsystems.

'When 
stress is importaut, the coercivity due to domain wall motion is given

by the model in [5](p32a):

3 À"Ao 6
l1n : ---" 2 p,sMrcosî I

Hoxriffirperz

(1.38)

where À, is the magnetostriction, ø is the stress, ô is the width of the domain

wall, and I is the wavelength of the stress distribution. Thus, the coercivity is

proportional to the product of the stress and the magnetostriction.

when inclusi'ons are important, the model yields the coercivity :

(1.3e)

where p : õ/d, d is the die.meter of the inclusion, õ: "y/Kr,7 is the domain
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wall energy per unit area, and Kr is fþs enisst¡opy constant. Thus, the critical

field is proportional to the density of inclusions and to the anisotropy constant.

(2). coercivity Dominated by Magnetic Moment Rotation in singtre
Domain Particles:

The coercivity and the magnetization reversal mechanism in bulk materials com-

posed of fine particles depends on many factors; the size, the anisotropy,and the

packing density of particles play important roles. First we discuss here the coer-

civity of a single particle, and later the reversal mechanism of bulk materials.

Coercivity of a Single Particle

(a). Coherent Rotation:

The coherent rotation mode was proposed by Stoner and Wohlfa¡th [Z]. In
this mode, the spins of all the atoms in the particle remain parallel to one an-

other throughout the rotation. Assume a single-domain particle with a prolate

spheroidal shape and with uniaxial crystal anisotrop¡ as shown in figure (1.10).

The spontaneous magnetization is M, and all the spins in the particle rotate

coherently in response to the applied field. The total energ'y has two terms,

anisotropy enerry and magnetostatic energ-y:

E : Kusi,n2ï + HoMrcos(a - 0)

Minimizing E with respect to 0 for a fixed o, which is the direction of the external

field with respect to the easy axis, yields a series of hysteresis loops (figure (1.10)).

When the applied field is along the direction of the easy a>cis(a : 0), the hysteresis

loop is a rectangle with critical field (in C.G.S unifs) ¡

Ho = 2Ku/M".

(1.40)

(1.41)
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Figure 1.70-: Coherent, rotation of the magnetization i,n an elli,psoidal porticle, ønd
hgsteresis loops

When the field is perpendicular to the easy a>ris (a: g0o), there is no hysteresis

at all. At all other angles o, the loops lie between these two extremes. Ku in

equation (1.41) has different forms depending on the source of the anisotropy.

When the applied field is along the easy axis of a single domain particle,

and if the anisotropy is shape.dominated, the critical field has the form:

Ho:Z(No- N.)/M' (1.42)

where Àt and AIa a¡e the demagnetizing coefficients parallet to the a and c ar(es.

If the anisotropy is stress-dominated, the critical field is:

no:2W

Ho-'#

(1.43)

where Àr¡ is the saturation magnetostriction for isotropic materials, and ø is the

stress. If the anisotropy is crystalline anisotropy-dominated, the critical field is:
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Figure 1.11: Spí,n reuersal modes in single dotna,in parti,cles

where Kr is the crystal anisotropy constant.

(b). Incoherent Rotation

The coherent rotation mode cannot explain the coercivity of a chain of Fe particles

prepared by electro-deposition. Other spin rotation modes such as the fanni,ng

mode, the curling mode, and the buckling modewere developed, as shown in figure

(1.11).

Fanning mode: In part (b) of figure (1.11), a long particle is modelled a.s a chain

of ellipsoids. The spontaneous moments M, of successive ellipsoids in the chain fan

out in a plane by rotating in opposite di¡ections in alternate ellipsoids. In this

mode, some exchange energy is introduced, but exchauge eûergy is essentially

short ranged, so that the spins contributing to this energ-y form only a small

fraction of the total. Thus the total exchange energ'y is considered to be small.

curling mode: In part (c) of figure (1.11), a long particle is modeled as a

cylinder. During the reversal process, the spins are always parallel to the surface,

so that no free poles are formed and no magnetostatic energy is involved.

-* >¡. _¡-
> \ -:)_

.>7 +.r+
aí _r>

-;L + -l>..-}Ð-1-
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.* -t> -> \
2f->+>t
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Buckling mode: In part (d) of figure (1.11), the spin rotation forms a 'bave"

along the cylinder.

Among all these spin rotation modes, the one which dsmin¿{,ss depends

on the diameter of the particle, and coherent rotation always gives the largest

coercivity.

Coercivity of an assembly of single.domain particles

When magnetic particles are packed in a non-magnetic binder, the coercivity of

the assembly is independent of packing factor p (the volume fraction of mag-

netic particles) only when the anisotropy of each individual particle is not shape

anisotropy-dominated. When shape anisotropy is important, the coercivity of the

assembly is related to the single particle coercivity by

Ha@) - ¡I"¿(0)(1 -p)

where Il"¡ is the coercivity of an isolated particle.

1-.6 Thermal Relaxation

L.6.1 Superparamagnetism of Fine Particles

(1.45)

Up to now, we have not taken into account the thermal fluctuation enerry. If the

size of the fine particles is sufrciently small, thermal energy will be large enough

to overcome the anisotropy barrier, and thus reverse the magnetic state freely.

When a field is applied, the moments tend to align along the direction of the

field, so the system will behave like a paramagnet. This phenomenon is called

superp1,rarnagnetism. The only difference between parl,rnøgneti,srn and superpar4-

magnetism is that the moment per atom or ion in a paramagnet is only a few

¡,4s, but the moment per particle in superparamagnetic assemblies is much bigger.

The various regions of magnetic behaviour with respect to the size of fine particles
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is shown in figrue (1.12), where d, is critical size for superpaxamagnetism, d is

the critical size separating the thermally activated regime and the stable single

domain structure, and dd is the critical size separating the multidomain struc-

ture and single domain structure. The following simple model yields a picture of

the behaviour of superparamagnetic particles. Consider n particles with uniærial

anisotropy, each with a moment p, and ignore interactions between the particles.

All the ea.sy axes of the particles are aligned in the same direction. Then the

magnetization of the system at equilibrium at temperature T is

d.d"

-pHø pEø

M(T):n##:np*tanh({})
e kBT + e¡.Br ñBt

where Ès is Boltzmann constant, and there is no hysteresis.

(1.46)

L.6.2 Thermal Relaxation and Blocking

Hysteresis will appear when particles of a certain size a¡e cooled to a particular

temperature. Suppose an assembly of uniæcial particles has been brought to some
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initial state of magnetization M; by an applied field, and the field is turned off at

ú - 0. Some particles in the assembly will immediately reverse their magnetiza-

tion, and the magnetization of the assembly will begin to decrease. The rate of

decrea.se is proportional to the magnetization at that time and to the þ6lf2penn
KV

ProbabilitY e-Esî.

#:ÍoMu-ffi:A (1.47)

where /¡ is a frequency factor and has a value of about 10esec-1, and r is the

relæ<ation time defined by:

,:1"#
Io

Integrating equation (L.47) gives the magnetization at time ú > 0:

M(t): M¿e-i (1.4e)

Here, the meaning of r becomes apparent. It is in fact the time when the mag-

netization drops to ] of the initial value. Suppose that the observation time

in an experiment is typically 100 seconds. Then the corresponding critical vol-

ume Vo and the related anisotropy ba¡rier of the particle can be obtained from

equation (1.a8):

KV, : ln(rfs)kBT = In(102 * t}s)k"T - 25le sT (1.b0)

The effectàae thermøI fi,eld can be obtained from HiM(T) : ZíksT so

Hi : 25kBr /M Q) (1.51)

If the particles have a unique size, there will be a unique temperature Te,

called lhe blocki,ng temperature, below which the magnetization will be stable.

Flom (1.50):

(1.48)

tB = 25ú
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1-.6.3 The Effect of Thermal Relaxation on the coercivity

Thermal energ"y effectively lowers the height of the energy barrier between two

energ'y minima. When a field is applied in an attempt to activate the moment

from one state to another, thermal activation will help, and the coercivity will

be less than the intrinsic one. Consider an assembly of uniærial pa,rticles with

their easy axes parallel to each other. A field is applied to try to reverse the

magnetization. The total energy is:

E:V(Ksi,n2| + HMrcosï) (1.53)

where K is the anisotropy constant, V is the volume of the pa^rticle, M, is the

spontaneous moment of each particle, fI. is applied field, and g is the angle

between the applied field and the moment. The energ-y maximum and energy

minimum are given AV #: 0. When sin| :0, the minimum energy is:

Emin:VHM'

The maximum energy occurs when "ot|: #,

E^*- KVlT+(#Yl

The energy barrier is

(1.54)

(1.55)

A,E : E^o, - Emín: KV(L - fff (1.56)

Now consider the effect of thermal activation. For a time constant of 100 seconds,

at a temperature T, the thermal activation energy will be 25kBT. If this energy is

big enough to overcome the barrier, the moment will be reversed, and the applied

field at this critical value will be the coercivity. i.e.:

A,E : Kv(L - ffir :21tcBT
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The coercivity is thus

n":zffi- (!f y"t (1.5s)

when v is very large or when T approaches zero, H" approaches zK/M,. If
we define Hæ : zKf M,, substitute equation (1.52) into equation (l.bg), and

remember that particles of the critical sizeVo have zero coercivity at their blocking

temperature, the coercivity is then:

H"-- H"oU - tfrvl (1.5e)

If we ignore the temperature dependence of the anisotropy constant K, the de-

pendence of the coercivity on temperature is shown in figure (1.18). Once we

include the temperature dependence of K, or a distribution of orientations, or

mixed anisotropies, the result is difficult to calculate, but the thermal contribu-

tion to the evolution of the coercivity continues to have two parts: the temperature

\

\

-\-\___\
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Figure 7.L4: Ddpole-dipole interacti,on

dependence of the intri¡sic anisotropy barrier and thermal activation.

L.7 fnter-particle fnteractions

In an a^ssembly of fine particles, there are different kinds of interactions between

the particles. The principal interactions are the d.ipole-dipole interaction, the

exchange interaction, the superexchange interaction, and the RKKY interaction.

L.7.L Dipole-dipole fnteractions

A magnetic particle can be approximately treated a^s a magnetic dipole with a

magnetic moment r¿. consider two such dipoles rn1 and mlz separa,ted by a

distance r. The magnetic field geuerated by the dipole m1 atposition B has two

components (refer to figure (1.14)).
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The component parallel to r is

H,:

The component perpendicular to r is:

(1.60)

Hot:mt's-inït
T3

The total field H is

H : (H|t + H?)L/2 : \12-rr0, + t)r/,

The potential energy of another dipole m2 in such a field H is

øo: ff[cos(l1- r,z) - Bcosoposo2] (1.63)

The potential energy of dipole ml inthe field generated by dipole mzhasthe same

form. so equation (1.69) is the mutual interaction energ-y of the two dipoles.

t.7.2 Direct Exchange rnteractions and superexchange In-
teractions

Direct eæhøngeoperates between atomic moments which are close enough to have

sufficient overlap of their atomic wave functions. If two atoms i and j have spin

angular momenta Srn¡zn ana S¡n/ztr, respectively then the exchange energy is

Eo: -2JoS¡. Sj - -2J¿"i¿S¡cosþ (1.64)

where J"' is an exchange integral, which occurs in the calculation of the exchange

effect, and þ is the angle between the spins. Ir. Jo is positive, 8"" is a minimum

when the spins are parallel ("otó: 1) and a maximum when they are anti_parallel

(cosþ - -1) . A positive value of the exchange integral is therefore a trecessary

condition for ferromagnetism to occur.

2m1. æs01

--;-

(1.61)

(i.62)
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(a)

Figure 1.\5: Superexchange interacti,on

Superexchange describes the interaction between moments on ions which are

too far apart to be connected by direct exchange, but which are coupled over a

relatively long distance through a non-magnetic medium. Consider, for s¡ampl€,

two ions Mn'*, which a¡e randomly oriented, being brought up to an 02- ion

from a large distance, as in figure (t.t5)(a). The 02- has no net moment, because

it has a neon-like structure of filled shells. But imagine that the outer electrons

of the oxygen ion constitute two superposed orbits, one with a net spin up, the

other with a net spin down, as in figure (l.tb)(a). when a manganese ion with

spin up is brought close to the o:rygen ion, the spin up part of the oxygen ion

will be displaced as in figure (1.15)(b), because parallel spins repel one another.

If now another manganese ion is brought up from the right it is forced to have

spin down when it comes close to the spin up side of the ,,unbalanced,' 
oxygen

ion. As an result, the spins of the two manganese ions turn out to be oriented

antiparallel oriented[Z].

(b)
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t.7.3 The RKKY fnteraction

The RKKY interaction is essentially a kind of indirect exchange interaction which

couples moments over relatively large distances. It is the dominant exchange in-

teraction in metals where there is little or no direct overlap between neighbouring

magnetic electrons. It therefore acts through an intermediary, which in metals is

the conduction electron gas (the itinerant electrons). The RKKY interaction was

named after Ruderman, Kittel, Kasuya and Yoshida and is given by

Hnxxv: -ZJ(Rtz)Sr .S, (1.65)

where Rrz is the distance between two magnetic ions, J(Rt ) - *.G#d is the

exchange integral, ,ít *d Sz are the spins of the localized electrons, ,t¡ is the

Fermi wave vector of the conduction electrons, and ô is a phase factor. It can

be seen lhat J(R12) oscillates from positive to negative as the separation of the

ions changes, and has a damped oscillatory shape. Therefore, depending on the

separation between a pair of ions, their magnetic coupling can be ferromagnetic or

antiferromagnetic. A magnetic ion induces a spin polarization in the conduction

electrons in its neighbourhood. This spin polarization in the itinerant electrons

is communicated to other magnetic ions far away, leading to an indirect coupling.
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Chapter z

A Preisach Model for
fnterpretirg Hysteresis

This thesis describes the analysis of the ir¡eversible response of several diferent
magnetic materials. The theoretical basis for the analysis is the preisach model
of hysteresis. The model was first formulated in 193b[g], and the basic properties

of both the scalar and vector versions have been described in the literature in
considerable detail[9] [10J[11][12].

In this chapter we describe a generalized version of the preisach model
which we have been developing over the past few years, for the purpose of inter_
preting the irreversible response of magnetically ordered materials, and studying
its relationship to the critical component of the response, over a wide range of
temperatures which extend from T :0K up to the critical ordering temperature
tT-¡T
t 

- tc.

2.L Basic Philosophy and Justification

The vast majority of magnetic materials which form the subject of cu¡rent in-
vestigation, whether for fundamental or technological reasons, are rnagnetically
ordered, in the sense that they possess a characteristic critical temperature ?"
at which the permanent atomic moments undergo a sudden, spontaneous, cooÞ
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erative alignment, driven by the exchange interaction. Below Q. the material

consists of uniformly magnetized regions, which may be either discrete particles

or magnetic domains, or some mixtu¡e of these. I:r general, the state of a mag-

netic system in a given field lzo at a given temperature ? cannot be completely

specified by global response functions such as the total system moment rn, since

each value of. m can be realized by a multiplicity of distinct configurations of

uniformly magnetized regions. Each of these configurations is metastable in the

sense that it corresponds to a local minimum in the free energy landscape in a
multidimensional configuration space. These metastable minima are separated by

energ.y barriers, due to anisotropy and domain wall pinning effects which trap the

system temporarily in a particular conûguration and prevent it from exploring

all of its configuration space ergodicall¡ and thus from reaching thermal equilib.

rium within the time scale úo, of a given experiment. Each energy barrier lZ is
characterized by a blocleí,ng temperature Ts < [, below which thermal fluctu-

ations are insufEcient to excite an overbarrier transition. F\rrthermore, the free

energ'y landscape itself depends explicitly on temperature, and all of the free en-

ergy barriers must collapse along with the spontaneous moment of the domains or

particles as the critical temperature is approached from below. Thus, in response

to changes in field or temperature, the system evolves from one configuration to

another along a very complex path in a multivalleyed configuration space, driven

in part by field-induced distortions of the free energy landscape which extinguish

local transition barriers, and in part by thermal overbarrier activation events.

This path is highly sensitive to the precise sequence of application of the external

stimuli, as well as to the time scale too of. the experiment, and this situation is

reflected in the multivaluedness of experimental response functions such as the

total system moment m(ho,?), a phenomenon known as hysteresí,s.

Micromagnetics represents an attempt to ,,map out" this free energy land-
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scape explicitly in some appropriate multi-dimensional configuration space. The

material is subdivided into many elementary volumes, each la.rge compared to the

interatomic spacing but small on the scale over which the magnetization vector

changes significantly. A given elementary volume AV around point r- is assigned.

a local anissf¡opy æcis â(r], and a local magnetization vector rñ,(rl which has

the same magnitude for all volume elements, but variable orientation. The free

energy LG(Tñ(û,L*T) of each element includes contributions from anisotropy

magnetostatic energy, applied free energy, and exchange energy between neigh-

bouring elements, and the free energy G of the entire material is minimized, with

respect to orientation changes in all the local magnetization vectors ,ir(û. A local

minimum in the G hypersurface represents an allowed meta^stable configuration of

the system, represented by specifying the entire vector fietd ¡7-r(r-) at all points

ñ in the material.

In the Preisach approach to hysteresis, the focus is still on the free energy

landscape, but the emphasis is placed almost entirely on the sudden discontin-

uous transitions between metastable states, usually termed Barkhausen events,

which occur whenever an occupied local minimum in the energ'y landscape is

extinguished, since this is where the characteristics of the measured irreversible

response of a material are most directly encoded. F\rrthermore, macroscopic hys-

teresis is not a local property of a material, but rather is a characteristic of the

entire specimen under investigation, which necessarily involves a spatial average

over volumes containing many uniformly magnetized elements(domains or parti-

cles). As a consequence, many of the details of specific microscopic mechanisms

and specific microstructural features tend to be '\¡¡ashed out" in the averaging

process, leaving only a few dominant physical ingredients which are best charac-

terized by their statistical properties. Thus, the basic idea is to describe a single

elementary Ba¡khausen instability associated with, say, the irreversible motion of
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a certain segment of a dome.in wall, by a single 0.O.. of freedom, and then to

assemble the overall behaviour by superposing the contributions from very many

such independent elements, whose properties a^re given by a probability d,istribu-

tion which, by hypothesis, is an inherent property of the system, prescribable in

advance, and independent of the specific magnetization trajectory. While a de-

scription based on ân ensemble of bistable elements is clearly incapable of yielding

a point-by-poinL configuration vector field lvi(r] of the micromagnetic type, it nev-

ertheless embodies many subtle and complex features observed in real magnetic

materiais (like nonlocal memory-the existence of many microscopic configurations

for each macroscopic state, defined by the applied åo , and the total moment m).

It may thus offer a fruitfi¡l avenue to explore in the pursuit of funda-ental prin-

ciples on which to found a general description of hysteresis.

2.2 The Preisach Model

2.2.L TheDecomposition

As mentioned above, the Preisach model decomposes all magnetic systems into

an ensemble of bistable subsystems, each characte¡ized by a moment p,, two states

ú : *1.t, and a double well free energ:y profile with two zero field transition barriers

W¡ andW-, Æ shown in figure (2.1).

The barriers can be represented either by their equivalent fierds:

a: W-lp (2.1)

and

Ê = -W+/p (2.2)

h" : (W+ + W-) /2¡t

or by a coercive field
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W,=-ußT.t

W -- + lrcr

on elementary
energA barriers

*Sure 2.1: Tþe free energg profile in zero øppli,ed fietd for
Barkhausen subsystem, with-two states ó : +i separøted"by'll'- - pa: p(h" - h¿) and W+ : -pþ : p(h"*'h¡).-

and an asymmetry field

h¿:(w¡-w_)/zp (2.4)

I:r essence, the model reduces the magnetizing process to a sequence of elementary

Barkhausen instabilities of magnitude ¡r. The coercive field ä" functions like an

intrinsic ani,sotropy f i,eld, which stabilizes the two moment orientations ó : tl.t,

and measures the energy dissi,pated as heat in a Barkhausen ¡¡ansition[l], while

the asymmetry field ä¿ behaves like a local i,nterac.tion f i,eld, due to neighbouring

subsystems, which lifts the degeneracy of the two valleys, and measures the energA

stqred in a transition[1]. A given maguetic material is identified by a particular

distributi,øn l(W+,W-) of. free energy barriers,or equivalently by a distribution

of the characteristic fields, either p(a,0) or p(h",h¿).
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2.2.2 Inter-State Ttansitions

Tlensitions between the two states of a subsystem require excitation over the

barriers w*by some combination or. fi,eld energa andthermal energy. In par-

ticular, the application of an external field åo shifts the energy of the ó : *p
state by -þho, and the enerry of. þ: -p state by *p,ho, and thus modifies all

the subsystem energ"y barriers from lIla to

WI: -p(p - h") (2.5)

and

W'_: p(a - h") (2.6)

For subsystems with þ ) ho,wI < 0, and only the ó: -t-t state is accessible.

Similarl¡ for subsystems with a t ho,W: < 0, and only the ö: *lt state is

accessible. All subsystems with (h" < o ( ñ, -oo < þ < hr) are bista,ble in

the sense that they have two accessible states arLd two positive energ'y barriers

WL > 0. For the bistable subsystems, transitions may also be induced thermally if
the system is at finite temperature T. For an experiment with a characteristic time

constant ú"* , thermal transitions at temperature T are limited to those barriers

which are less than or equal to the ef f ectiue thermal f luctuation energA)defined

by

W-(T) : kBTln(t"*/ro) (2.7)

These thermal transitions may also be described by an equi,ualentthermal uiscosi,ty

field h:r:

lú : W* (T) / p : (kBT / p,)In(t.*/ ro) (2.8)

which defines the mærimum equivalenr f ietd barri,er which can be activated at

temperature ?. Since each bistable subsystem has two energy barriers, a large
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barrier:

Wt : ¡t(h.+ I h¿ + h" l) (2.e)

and a small barrier:

Ws:p(h.-Ih¡+h,l)

there a¡e two thermal excitation conditions, w* : w¡, which yields:

(2.10)

lüt,: h"+ I h¿ + h" 
I (2.11)

and W* : Ws, which yields:

lùs:h.-lh¿+h"l (2.12)

Both the field and thermal excitation cond,itions can be represented $aph-
ically in the Preisach plane[l][8], in which each subsystem is located with respect

to orthogonal coordinate axes by either its characteristic fields (å", h¿) or by the

equivalent fields (o, p) which reduce the barriers w! to zero. Figur e (2.2) shows

the Preisach plane in a positive field åo ) 0, at a finite temperature ?. The quad-

rant enclosed between the boundaries o : åo and þ : ho contains the bistable

subsystems, which can potentially occupy either state / - l.p,. For a given tem-

perature ?, there are two thermal excitation bounda¡ies, the dashed boundaries

äi", which identify those subsystems whose lower energy barrier matches W.(T),
and the solid boundaries Çr, which are the locus of subsystems whose higher bar-

rier matches W.(T). Subsystems which lie to the left or above the äis boundaries

have a thermally active lower barrier and a thermally inactive higher barrier, and

consequently occupy their lower energ'y state exclusivel¡ while those subsystems

within the shaded region have two thermally active barriers, equilibri,um Boltz-
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Figu-re 2.2: The Preisach plang in ø potsi,tí,ue appti,d fi,eld, ho. The quadrønt d,efi,ned
bU (h. Í a < æ,_.ñ < þ <ho) consi,sts of bistable subsystems *itht o poiitir"
gnergA- bari'ers. The _two s-ets of thertnal boundøries tøbelled hÏ7¡ ønd ltirr- are the
Igci o! subsystems whose larger_qnd smaller energy barrí,ers,Täspecti,uäfy, match
t\e thelmal fl,uctuation energa w.(T) : plú øt têrnperature T. The shã,d,ed, ørea
i'd'enti'f'es those subsgstems which are i,n thermal equilibrium at temyterøture T.

mann level populations and a superparâmagnetic response function:

F=h"

c[

-p

ó,p : p,(T)tanhf¡t (T) (h" + hi) / k BTI (2.13)

2.2.3 Description of standard Experimental protocols in
the Preisach Plane

The Preisach diagram in figure (2.2) provides the basis for a description of com-

mon experimental protocols, such as field cooling(FC), zero field cooling (ZFC)
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Figure 2.3: Subsystem states at temperature T after coolinq to T:0 in zero fr,eld
ho : 0 and then warming in øn applied field'h" > 0. -The 

shadeil region i,s
supetpora,rnagnetic.

and moment-versus-field isotherms.

The system response upon warming in a field ho ) 0, after first cooling

to ? : 0 in zero field, is replicated by simply translating the vertex h" : rú

in ûgure (2.2) outward along the dotted diagonal h¿ : -ho in the direction of

increasing å", starting from h" : h| - 0. Figure (2.3) shows the motion of

the thermal boundaries under ZFC conditions. The subsystems behind the ther-

mal instability boundaries are activated into thei¡ appropriate states as shown,

while those in the region of double occuparcy (ó : *,tù in front of the dashed

boundaries retain their zero ûeld cooled conûguration.

To simulate field cooling(FC) from a high temperature, the vertex h.: lt
is translated inward stariing from ä" : Iú : É, where the entire bistable
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Bisrl., 2.4: 
,Subsgstem states øt temperøture T after cooling in an øpplied field, ho.
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quadrant is superparamagnetic. Figure (2.4) shows the Preisach plaae under

FC conditions. The FC protocol eliminates the possibility of double occupancy

(Ó : +p) in front of the dashed thermal boundaries and, with the exception of

the superparamagnetic region, forces all subsystems below the diagon ar hi - -ho
into thei¡ ó: *p state, and alt subsystems above the diagonal into their / - -t-L

state.

To generate the magnetic response at a fixed temperature T to any seqlence

of field applications and reversals, including the initial magnetizing curve, major

and minor hysteresis loops and remanences, the vertex h¿ = -ho in figure (2.4)

and figure (2.3) is shifted in the appropriate direction along the ä¡ - ør,is, keeping

O(

=hi
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å-i. fixed. This process has a direc-tisnal d,epend,ence, in the sense that under

ZFC conditions the configuration of the Preisach plane in a given field åo in the

region of double occupancy (ö : jctù is not unique, but rather depends upon

whether the field was approached from above or below. For all of these protocols,

the system response is obtained by weighting the state þ(h",lh,ho,?) of each

subsystem by the Preisach distributio\ p(h.,å¿) and integrating over the entire

Preisach plane:

*= 
fo* 

oo" I:: d,h¿ó(h.,hi,ho,T)p(h",h¿) (2.14)

2.2.4 rntrinsic Thermal Effects in the preisach Model

Thermal effects are not limited to overbarrier fluctuations alone. In fact, both

the spontaneous momert p, of. the subsystems, and the subsystem free energy

barriers Wa , Ð'te expected to depend explicitly on temperature. The variation

of the spontaneous moment is related to the existence of the critical temperature

7", and is assumed to obey a power law of the form:

tt(T): po(t -r/r)' (2.15)

where I - L/3 for magnetic systems. If we assume, in keeping with standard

practice[l], that the Preisach distribution is a product of Gaussian coercive and

interaction field distributions:

p(h., h¿) : #*",^t-(n" l¿!") )*p?%#"Y-) (2.16)

which includes the long range mean-field-like inte¡actions ñ¿ : Icm proportional

to the total induced moment mllfil, then the temperature dependence of the free

energy barriers W¡(T) is described by introducing similar power law temperature
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Figotg 2,.5: A- schematic representation of the collapse of the Preisach d,istri,buti,on
p_(h",h;) as the temperaturè T øpproaches the criiícal t'emperature T" from betow.
Both the rnez,n coerci,ue.field-h"(T) and the rnean i,nteractlon field-n¿(i) : km(T)
aani,sh asT -+7", ß do the dispersions o"(T) and o¿(T).

dependences into the Preisach distribution par¡.meters:

h":-hæ(L-T/7.)"

oc: oæ(L - T/7")r.

o¿=o¡s(7-T/7")r' (2.t7)

Thus both distributions collapse into d'-functions as T -+ T. from below, as ex-

pected on physical grounds. This is illustrated schematicatly in figure (2.b). The

thermal viscosity field åi, which describes the effects of thermal fluctuations, is

related to the thermal fluctuation energy W.(T) through tù: W*(T)/p(T) :
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ftBr/p'(T))tn(t*o/rs). Similarl¡ the temperature dependence of the free enerry

ba¡riers W+(T) is defined by the temperature dependencê of the cha¡acteristic

fields lz"(?) *d å¡(?) throush the relation W+Q) - p,(T)[h.(T) + htg)].
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Chapter 3

Preisach Model Predictions

3.1 Ft¡ndamental characteristic Energies

Accorditg to the generalized Preisach model discussed in the previous chapter, the
temperature dependence of the magnetic response below the critical temperature

?" has two sources:

(a) The variation with temperature of properties which are intrinsic to the sys-

tem, such as the spontaneous moment p(T) and, the free energ-y barriers

w*(T).

(b) Thermal fluctuations, which effectively reduce all of the subsystem energy

barriers by w-(T) and which are exürinsic to the system.

The model contains two funda.mental characteristic energies, which form a
natural basis for a quantitative comparison of the two thermal processes and their
effects on the magnetic response functions. One of these characteristic energies is

the cri,tícal thermal fluctuati,on energy W":

W": ksT"ln(t"*f rs) (3.1)

which measures the highest energ-y barrier which can be thermally activated for a
system with a critical temperature 7". The other is the mean zero ternperature



o,ni,s otr oW b ar rier fV"@) :

vT"(o): rroñ* (3.2)

which places án upper limit on the height to which the barriers of a given system

can grow' and thus mea.sures' in some sense, the ability of a system to resist

the equilibrating efiects of thermal fluctuations. The relative strength of the two

characteristic energies is measured by the dimensionless parameter 4:

Tt =tí/,(o)/W" (3.3)

3.2 Anisotropy-Dominated systems and Ther-
mal Fluctuation-Dominated Systems

In order to appreciate the physical significance ofthese two characteristic energies,

it is necessary to compare the temperatu¡e dependence of the two competing

thermal processes.

Figure (3.1) shows the temperature dependence, on a dimensionless tem-
perature scale, T/7", of the spontaneou s pg) : po(r - T/7.)r, and of the band

of anisotropy barriers which lie between the two boundary curves:

wl g) : lû,(o) t o. V,(o)le - r ¡r"y/e (3.4)

where we have assumed that o" - 0.4, and I * l" = 1/3 . The figure also shows

the effective thermal fluctuation energy:

W. (T) : lc sTln(t"* / ro) : ïW"(0) / rflg /r") (3.5)

for two extreme situations, n:0.2, n:4.0, plotted as a function of TfT", and

represented by the two straight lines in figure (3.1). If we temporarily neglect the

effect of interaction fields å¿, and the applied field äo, neither of which are fun-

dams¡¡¿ to the present discussion, then the intersection of W.(T) with the two
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boundary curves W*g) defines the range of excitation or blocking temperatures

TB for the system, which lie roughry between the two limits Tp¡ and.TB¡¡.

For the system with 4 = 0.2, the critical growth of the spontaneous moment

and of the free energy landscape occurs almost entirely above the highest block-
ing temperatute TB¡¡, where W.(T) > Wlg) and hence where thermal energJ¡

is sufficient to activate all of the free energy barriers, so that this system will be

in thermal equilibrium and will exhibit a reversible superparamagnetic response

through the landscape development pha^se. Below ?s¡¡, where the system ex-

hibits hysteresis, the free energy barriers evolve very slowly with temperature in

0.8 1.0
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compaxison with the thermal fluctuation energ-y w.(T), as shown in figu,e (8.1).
consequently, the temperature dependence of the magnetic response functions
(FC moment, zFC moment, hysteresis roop and so on) originates armost excru-
sively from the thermal-fluctuation-assisted reduction in the ef fec.tiae barrier
heights:

w"¡¡(T) _w"(T) _W-(T)
(3.6)

rather than from changes in the intrinsic properties of the subsysterns with tem-
perature. we refer to systems like this us f luc.tuation _ d,ominated,systems. As
figure (3'1) suggests, when the system is cooled through T" in zero applied field
ho : 0, blocking will proceed 'sequentially' , with the highest barriers blocking
ûrst at Ts¡y and the smallest ba¡riers blocking la,st at Ts¿. Once the highest-
ba¡rier subsystems freeze, they are capable of generating staticlocal i¡teraction
fields, which will lift the degeneracy of the energy levels of neighbouring smaller-
barrie¡ subsystems, causing them to freezewith unequal Boltzmann populations.
Thus the structure of the ground state for this system may be characterized by
highly asymmetr¿c level popurations close to (1,0) or (0,1), and this is the con-
figuration which we have adopted for the purpose of these simulations.

By contrast, for the system with 4 - 4.0, the thermal fluctuation energ-y

w. (T) intersects the barrier distributio n wf e) very crose to T.during the earry
stages of the development process. For the case considered here, the temperature
T at which the average energy barrier reaches the criticar height w. isgiven by:

w"(T) : p(T)ñ,"(T) = rv"Q)(t - r /r")'/3 : w" = Iw"Q) (3.7)

which yields I - T/7" : (L/A)s æ 0.016, that is, very crose to 7". As before,
blocking occurs over a range of temperatures between Tp¡, and, Tp.¡. However,
in this case, the superpaxâmagnetic regime (Tas s T s T") is very narrow, and
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blocking is complete not far below 7", so that the temperature dependence of the
magnetic response throughout the hysteretic regime(? < ?sH) is expected to be
dominated by the evolution of the free enerry barriers wo(T),that is, by changes

in the intrinsic properties of the subsystems themselves with temperature, with
only a minor contribution from thermal fluctuations w.(T), as a comparison

of the changes in w"(T) and, w.(T) r'ith temperature in figure (8.1) clearly
shows. we refer to the systems like this as ønisotrow - d,omi,nated, systems.

Although blocking is expected to proceed 'sequentially' as before, the structure
of the ground state in this type of system is much more difficult to pred.ict,

since rapid changes in the size of the spontaneous moment ¡,t(T) throughout the
blocking regime can potentially lead to considerable r¡ariation in the strength of
the interaction fields produced by the blocked subsystems, and hence in the ability
of a blocked subsystem to split the levels of neighbouring unblocked subsystems.

Thus, the ground state lever populations may vary from nearly random (f , |) irtre
interaction fields are weak, to highly asymmetric (1,0) or (0,1) if the interaction
fields are strong' For rea^sons of simplicity, we adopt the latter configuration

throughout.

3.3 Preisach Predictions of the FC and zFC Re-
sponse

while the model clearly admits a broad spectrum of behaviour, depending upon
the specific values of the ba¡rier distribution paremeters and on the slope of the
thermal fluctuation line w-(T) in figure (8.1), we will continue to focus on the
two limiting situations described above, since these are of particular interest from
an experimental perspective. All systems are a"ssumed to share ¿ çs¡fain basic set

of parameters:

hæ:1.0
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oæ:0.4

o¡o = 0.02 (3.8)

which are all normalized to the real zero-temperature coercive field, a critical

temperature ?} such that

kBT": g.g1 (3.e)

which is normalized to the real critical thermal enerry, distribution exponents

l=I"-fl:fi:1
3

(3.10)

and an experimental time parameter e: ln(too/rù :25, typical of static mea_

surements. variations in the ratio 4 - ryre)/w"are accomplished by manipulat-

ing the spontaneous subsystem moment &0, so that the ratios r.ì :0.2 and q : 4.0

correspond to Lto - 0.05 and &o : 1.0, respectively. Other par¡.meters from the

basic set are then varied as necessary in order to illustrate specific systematic

effects. I¡ discussing the behaviou¡ of the ZFC and FC response, we will tend to

focus on the low-field limit ho K. ä"s, where thermally-induced efiects dominate

field-induced effects.

Figure (3.2) shows a comparison of the temperature dependence of the

FC and ZFC response of the fluctuation-dominated (4 : 0.2) and anisotropy

dominated (q - 4.0) systems in an applied field ho = 0.04. In both cases, the

magnetic response is characterized by a bif urcation temperature, below which

the FC and ZFC moments follow different branches, with the FC moment al-

ways lying above rbe zFC moment, and above which the two branches merge

into a single long superparâmagretic tait which extends up to ?". The ZFC

branch always exhibits a peak as a function of temperature. The physical origin

of this peak is ultimately thermally activated overbarrier relæ<ation. The mo-
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ment initially increases with temperature, as subsystems with interaction fields

-ho t h¿ 10 in figure (z.B) are activated from the -p(T) state to ihe +¡r(")
state through the thermal boundary åis, either by the motion of the boundary

itself or by the collapse of the Preisach distribution. Eventually, however, the

total system moment must decrease as the subsystem spontaneous mome nt p,(T)

weakens and also as progressively more of the subsystems reach equilibrium and

respond superparâ '" agnetically as ó,p : p(T)tanhfug) (h" + h¿) / k BTl. However,

in f luc'tuatiøn - dorninated systems, the temperøture depend,ence of this struc-

ture is determined by sources extrinsi,c to the system, that is, by changes in the

thermal fluctuation energ'y w.(T) with temperature, and hence by the moti,sn,



of the thermal boundaries in figure (2.2). By contrast, in anisotropy-dominated

systems, the characteristics of the peak are determined almost entirely by changes

in the intrinsic yroperties of the subsystems [¡¿(") ana ã"(fl and o"(?)] with

temperature, and thus by the power law dependences in equation (2.17), although

some fluctuation-assisted reduction of the barrier heights is unavoidably present.

In order to illustrate this point, we show in figure (a.a) a comparison of the

ZFC response of both systems in two applied fields ho : 0.04 and ho - 0.4,

with the usual power law temperature dependences for the subsystem parame-

ters l" - f: : l¡ : 1/3 (solid curves), and with these intrinsic tempe¡ature

dependences removed entirely, f" : f'" - f¿ = Q(dotted cuwes). Clearly, the

effect on the fluctuation-dominated system is negligible, while, for the anisotropy-

dominated system, 'freezing' the distribution essentially eliminates the peak.

The mean zero-temperature anisotropy barrier W"(0): þoha plays an im-

portant role in defining the location of the peak in the ZFC response. This

is illustrated in figure (3.4), which shows the FC and ZFC response in both

the fluctuation-dominated and anisotropy-dominated regimes, for various values

of the spontaneous moment ¡.1s. For the fluctuation-dominated systems in fig-

ure (3.4)(a), where the barrier distribution evolves very slowly with temperature,

the temperature of the peak corresponds closely to the temperature at which

W.(T) matches the mean zero-temperature anisotropy barrier W"(0), that is

W* (Tp"on) : k sTp"oxln(too f rs) = W,(0) (3.11)

which yields an immediate estimate for the mean zero-temperature Barkhausen

moment

¡rs = (k sTe",¡ / 
-h 

6)In(t "* / 
ro) (3.12)

For the anisotropy-dominated systems in figure (3.4)(b), the collapse of the
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free energy landscape and the spontaneous moment complicates this relationship

considerabl¡ and estimates of pe depend on much more subtle structural features,

such as the temperature dependence of the ZFC response belqw the peak.

3.4 The Effect of the Dispersion of rnteraction
Fields on the FC and ZFC Response

I¡teraction fields play a particularly important role in shaping the temperature de-

pendence of the magnetic response, particular the FC branch. Figure (8.5) shows

the effect of varying the dispersion o¿s of interaction fields for both fluctuation-

dominated and anisotropy-dominated systems, in an applied field åo : 0.04.

When ø¡o ( ho K hæ, cooling from a high temperature blocks virtually all of the
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dominated systems, in an apþtieã ¡etil ho - g.g,4 ----- -'

subsystems in figure (2.4) into their *¡-a(?) state, and the temperature dependence

of the FC branch is determined either by the superparamagnetic response func-

tion tanh(a/r) if the system is fluctuation dominated(figure (8.5) (a)), or by the

c¡itical temperature dependence of the spontaneous moment ¡tQ) ifthe system is

anissf¡opy dominated (figure (8.5) (b)). As o¡s increases, the fraction of subsy+

tems which are blocked into the -p,g) state grows progressively larger, and the

cancellation of the positive and negative moments causes the FC branch to deviate

progressively further below the limiting curves for weak interactions(ø¡o ( l¿o).

Figure (3.S) also shows that, by comparison with the FC response, interactions

have a relatively minor influence on the characteristics of the ZFC branch, which

tends out to be dominated by anisotropy effects, a.s d.iscussed earlier.

systematics like those predicted in figure (s.5)(a) are familiar from a num-
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the interoc.tion fields for (a) g fl:tçtuøti,on-dominated system and (b)'an ani,sotîopy
dominated, system. The applied freld is ho:0.04

ber of experimental studies of fine particle assemblies which ¡¡¡anipulate the level

of particle clustering[17] [18]. A detailed comparison of these experimental and

theoretical systematics will be presented in a later section, using an extreme

limit of the model where the temperature dependence of the spontaneous mo-

ment and of the barrier distribution are neglected. Similarly the systematic

trends in figure (3.5Xb) have been recently observed in several ferromagnetic

perovskites[38], with SrRuOs representing the timit of weak interactions(ø¡o (
å") and Ni,s.sZno.2Fe2Oa representing the opposite limit of a strongly interacting

system(ø¡s > ä")
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applied, fr,eld h":0.02

3.5 The Effect of the Temperature Dependence
of the Interaction Fields on the FC and ZFC
Response

The temperature dependence of the interaction field distribution also has a pro-

found effect on the shape of the FC and ZFC response functions, and figure (8.6)

shows how the response functions of both fluctuation-dominated and anisotropy

dominated systems vary with the interaction field exponent f¿ which controls the

dispersion o¿(T) : o¡o(1 - T/7")''. For varues of f¡ ( 1, the curvature of ø¿(?) is

negative(do¿/dP < 0), so that the interactioa fields vary relatively slowly with

temperature, except in the immediate vicinity of.T", where I do¿/dr l+ oo, and

the FC moment changes monotonically with temperature. However, for f¡ ) 1,

the curvature ûo¡f dr2 is positive, so the temperature dependence of the in-
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teraction ûelds is strong at low temperaturei and the interaction fields become

negligible well below ?". Under these conditions the FC moment may exùibit a

peak a.s a function of temperature if the collapse of the interaction field distri-

bution, which increases the moment by increasing the number of subsystems in

figure (2.3) with interaction fietds å.¡ ) -ho and hence with positive moments, is

sufrciently rapid to counteract either the superparamagnetic response tønh,(a/T)

from the shaded region in figure (2.3), or the critical collapse of the spontaueous

moment p'Q). While, in principle, this effect is observable in both fluctuation-

dominated and e.ni5o¿ropy-dominated systems, as shown in figure (3.6), rapid

changes in the strength of the interaction fields arell belotn T" ate rtifÊs¡|¡ to jus-

tify on physical grounds for anisotropy-dominated systems, since in these systems

it must ultimately originate from rapid changes in the spontaneors moment p,g).

However in the fluctuation-dominated systems, the crossover to superpa,râmag-

netism tends to occur well below T. and provides a physically plausible source for

a rapid weakening of the interaction fields.

3.6 Preisach Predictions of Hysteresis Loop fso-
therms

Figure (3.7) shows the temperature dependence of the major hysteresis loop for

both fluctuation-dominated and anisotropy-dominated systems. For the fluctua-

tion dominated system(q:0.2) the collapse of the hysteresis loop is driven al-

most exclusively by extrinsic thermal fluctuation effects, while for the enis6¿¡6pt-

dominated systems(4 : 4.0), the collapse is defined by the intrinsic temperature

dependences in equation (2.17). The Preisach simulations also reveal an interest-

ing structural anomaly in the major hysteresis loops at 'high' temperatures, which

is particularly apparent in the hysteresis isotherms of the fluctuation-dominated

system in figure (S.7(a)). When the system is warmed close to the reversible super-
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Figure 3.7: The temperotulg d,ependence of -the major hysterc,sis toop for (o)
fluctuati,on-domi,nated ønd' (b) an ani,sotropy-dominated, system. The solid curues
conespond, to o6 : 0.4,. the dotted curl)e in (a) shows the chonge i,n the
laT :0;0p15 hysteresi,s isotherm when the 

"oerài,í" fi,etd, d.isperitol-'x i"¿""r¿
to o¿s: 0.1

paramagnetic regime, the hysteresis loop develops a constri,cti,on inthe vicinity of

the origin. This type of distortion is referred to in the literature as 'wasp-waisting'

[26] or 'pinching' [27]. Such distortions of the major hysteresis loop from ,,text-

book" behaviour are frequently encountered in geological materials, which tend

to be heterogeneous mixtu¡es of various minerals, grain sizes, and domain con-

figurations. similar distortions have also been observed in a ¡umþs¡ of weakly

interacting frozen ferrofluids[20]121)1271[28], where they have been attributed to

resonant tunneling[29]. Waspwaisted loops have been modelled theoretically[26]

by superposiug the magnetic response from two or more subpopulations of parti-

cles, which are distinguished from each other either on the basis of vastly differ-

ence coercive fields, or by superpararnaguetic versus single-domain response. The

Preisach model offers a uniquely integrated approach to hysteresis, in which com-
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petitions like these are treated within a si,ngle unif ied theoretical framework. As

a consequence, the model offers a unique insight into the physical origins of loop

asymmetries. For the systems investigated here, wasp-waisting originates entirely

homthermal relaxatiøn. In terms of the Preisach diagra.- in figure (2.2), when

the system recoils from positive saturation to the saturated remanence state, the

switching boundary þ : ho sweeps downward through the Preisach plane from

þ: æ to fl :0, forcing all parbicles with þ > 0 into the g: -l-L state, and

leaving a saturation remanence at T : 0 equal to the sum of all the particle

moments within the fourth quadrant of the plane. This remanence differs only

slightly from the saturation moment, since the Preisach distribution tends to be

concentrated within the fourth quadrant. When T + 0, the two da^shed ther-

mal activation boundaries lz|" in figure (2.2) partition the fourth quadrant into a

thermally relaxed demagneti,zed component, and a thermally blocked, remanent

component. When åi is comparable to the mean coercive field ã"(?'), thermal

rela:ration demagnetizes a significant portion of the fourth quadrant, and the mo-

ment drops precipitously when äo approaches zero from above. The approach

to negative saturation along the negative half branch of the major loop is more

gradual, since the activation boundary lts : h"- I h; + h" I must now invert

roughly half of the Preisach distribution, which requires negative fields:

h" = lfT - h" - oc - oi N- -oc - oi (3.13)

The steepness of the major loop for ho 1 0 is thus directly dependent on the dis-

persions ø" and oi of coercive fields a,nd interaction fields. A broad distribution

will tend to delay the approach to negative saturation and 're.open' the loop,

producing the 'waspwaisted' or 'pinched' appearance. The dotted curve in fig-

ure (3.7(a)) illustrates the effect of varying the dispersion of coercive fields ø.s on

the hysteresis isotherm lcaT - 0.0015 for the fluctuation-dominated system, and
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clearly shows that when the distribution of coercive fields becomes srffisisrllt

naxrotv, the'waspwaisting' becomes unobservable.

3.7 Preisach Predictions for the Field Depen-
dence of the Maximum in the ZFC Moment
in Fluctuation-Dominated Systems

3.7.t Field Dependence of T*o,

The mæcimum in the temperature dependence of the ZFC moment is an archety-

pal characteristic of "superparamagnetic" assemblies of fine magnetic particles.

As described earlier, it originates from a competition between unidi¡ectional ther-

mal transitions and bidirectional transitions which produce thermal equilibrium.

Experiments on a variety of "superparamagnetic" systems have shown that the

temperaturêT^o, of the ZFC maximum varies with the applied field åo, and that

the magnitude and the sign of this variation depends on the degree of aggregation

and hence on the strength of the interparticle coupling. To be specific, in a frozen

suspension of amorphous iron-carbon particles (Fe1-rC, and ø = 0.25) , for which

interparticle interactions have been characterized a,s "negligible", LT^or/A,h" is

positive, and T*o" changes by about 20% a,s åo is varied from zero to values

near the system coercive fieldfzs]. I-n homogeneous rigid films or 7 - Fe2Os par

ticles, with varying degree of particle aggregation, the peak temperatute T*o,,

measu¡ed in a fixed low field äo, is observed to increase with the level of parbicle

aggregation [1ï[18][31]. In the limit of extreme dilution, there appears to be some

inconsistency in the sign of the field dependence of T^o,, and both positive and

negative values of. LT*"f L,äo have been reported[18]. However for higher levels

of aggregation, A7},o, / A,h" is consistently negative.

In figure (3.8), we show numerically calculations of.T*o, as a function of åo

for six model "systems" with identical moments po : 1.0, and identical coercive
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Figure 3.8: The fielil dependence of the temperature T*o, oÍ the mosi,mum in the
ZFC response for six m_odel- "systems" _withh":7 and o.: 0.3, but wi,th different
ualues oÍ oi:0.004, 0.05,.0.1, 0.2 ond 0.5

field parameters ã" : 1 and d" : 0.3, but with different values of o¿. For all

systems, T" is a^ssumed to be infinite, so that the Preisach free energy landscape

and the spontaneous moment are temperature independent.

Figure (3.9) shows the initial slope (AÇ*/Aho)o"=o.oz of the curves in

figure (3.8), calculated between the two lowest fields h. = 0.02 and äo : 0.04,

plotted as a function of ø¿. An inspection of these figures shows the model repro-

duces all of the systematics observed experimentally. Specifically:

1. At low fields l¿o < 0.05, Tr,ro" increa.ses monotonically with ø¿ and hence

with the degree of particle clustering;

2. In the limit of very low interactions ø¡ ( 0.04, corresponding experimen-

tally to a highly dispersed system of particles with large interparticle sep-

0.5

0.4

0.2

0.1

0.0
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arations, Ç.o, varies monotonically with åo and the slope of. diT^orf dh" is

positive, which is consistent with the behaviour of the (rnoninteracting" 
FeC

system[28];

3. For values of ø¡ between 0.04 1o¿ 10.3, the functional dependence of r^o,

on ho becomes much more complex and the sign of the slope dÇor/dh"

depends on the magnitude of the applied field. In the low field limit ho Kh",
the slope of. dT^o,f däo is always negati,ue and increases in magnitude with

increasing oi, æ shown in figure (3.9), which is precisely the trend reported

for the 1- Fe2Os suspensions with increasing aggregation[18]. For values of

o¡ tr€â,r the lower end of this range(o¡ - 0.04), the slope dT,,r*f dh" is small,

and minor variations in o¡ can easily change the sigu of the slope at low

fields(see figure (3.9)). This suggests that the inconsistencies in the sign of

LT^* observed in dilute suspensions of 7 - Fe2os which have nominally

the same concentration[18], may be due to slight variations in the degree of

particle clustering.

4. For values of. o¿ > 0.3,7*o, dec¡eases monotonically with increasing /eo over

the entire field range 0 < ho < hr.

As before, the unique visual representation of the ZFC response afforded by

the Preisach construction in figure (2.4) alows us to establish the physical basis

for some of the systematic trends in figure (8.8) and ûgure (3.g). For example, the

tendency for T^o' to increase monotonically with ø¡ at low reduced fields äo < 0.05

is directly related to the changes in the imbalance between the populations of SP

particles with positive and negative moments in the two halves of the shaded area

in figure (2.3), caused by the chauges in the shape of interaction ûeld distribu-

tion. For small ø¡ this imbalance(which always favours the positive moments)is

appreciable, the SP temperature dependence is strong, and the crossover from
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the regime of unidirectional thermal tra¡sitions to the equilibrium(SP) regime

occurs at "low" temperatures. As ø¿ increases, and the distribution broadens,

the two populations tend to equalize, the SP temperature dependence weakens,

and the crossover is delayed to higher temperatures. ( The restrictions to low

applied fields äo ( ñ" is necessary in order to limit the contribution from the uni-

directional transitions, and thus ensure that the contribution from SP particles

dominates the response.) This imbalance also accounts for the tendency for T^o,

to decrease monotonically with äo for large reduced values of. o¿ > 0.3. As ho in-

crea.ses and the shaded area propagates along the å¿ axis, the imbalance between

the two SP populations becomes progressively more severe, enhancing the SP

temperature dependence and depressing the crossover temperattre T^or. At the

other extreme, when the interaction field distribution is very narrow (or < 1) and
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the particles are crowded along the ä. a>ris, only that portion of the shaded region

in figure (2.3) which actually intersects with the l¿c a)ds makes any significant

SP contribution, and this intersection is clearly delayed to progressively larger

values of I:/T as lzo is increased. Thus the crossover temperatureT*o, increases

monotonically with å". (The more complex systematics at intermediate values of

ø¿ ,such as the tendency for T^o, to first decrease and then increase with äo , are

probably a consequence of a competition between the latter two effects described

above.)

It should be pointed out that the temperature of the peak in the ZFC mo-

ment is not coincident wilh the mean þ]6et<ing temperatureTs of. the subsystems.

According to the model, in zero applied field, blocking occurs on average when

the effective thermal activation energ-y W* : IcnT . CI matches the mean barrier

height Wo o ä", which yields knT" = 
-h"/Q ry 0.04. An inspection of the low

field response function in figure (3.5) shows that the ZFC peak lies well above

the mean blocking temperature(between one and two standard deviations away,

(lr"+o")/O 1T^o, < (ñ.+zo")/Q ), towa.rds the upper end of the blocking

temperature distribution, which explains the consistent proximity of the peak to

the ZFC-FC bifurcation temperature, where hysteresis vanishes and all the sub-

systems are superparamagnetic. In fact, the structural feature of these response

functions which is most closely correlated with the mean blocking temperature is

lhe i,nf lecti,on point in the ZFC moment, where the rate of change of the moment

dms¡,sf d:T is a ma:cimum, and the reasons are obvious from a consideration of

the Preisach diagram in figure (2.3). As mentioned earlier, the initial growth of

the ZFC moment with temperature is dominated by the unidirectional thermal

transitions from / - -p, ro ó - *¡,r induced by the motion of the instability

boundary d, : ho + åå in figure (2.4) through the Preisach distribution. The

rate at which these transitions accumulate with temperatu¡e will be largest when
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the instability line passes through the center of the distributio\ h" : ã". Thus

d,m2pçf dI will exhibit a mærimum when h" + ltT: l¿. which, for small applied

field åo K. -h", is identical to the blocking condition ka7n = -h"/Q. This analysis

suggests that efforts to quantify the blocking process experimentally should prob-

ably focus on the inflection point in the ZFC moment msps(T), in preference to

the mærimum.

Our numerical calculations show that the numerical ZFC and FC data obey

a Curie - Weiss law at high temperature. Figure (3.10) shows the inverse ZFC

moment mZtec plotted as a function of temperature for three model "systems"

with parameters ¡.ø : 1.0, -h": 
7.0, o.:0.3, and three different dispersions of in-

teraction fields ø¡ : 0.004,0.04 and 0.08. In each case, the high temperature data

obey a Curie.Weiss law of the form rTlzpc : C /(T - lsp), with a negative super-

paramagnetic Curie.Weiss temperature 0sp. The magnitude of dsp increases with

the dispersion o¡ of interaction fields, which is precise by the same trend as that

observed experimentally when the degree of particle aggregation is increased[l8]

[31]. This indicates that the experimental behaviour is probably a consequence of

the changes in the fluctuations of the random local interaction field, rather than

a long range mean field effect, such as a shape-dependent demagnetizing factor

(except, perhaps, in exceptional circumstances such as thin film geometry). No-

tice that d5p rigorously vanishes only in the limit o¿ : 0 where the interaction

field distribution collapses into a ô function, so that finite expe¡imental values of

?sp are synonymous with interactions, according to the model.

3.7.2 The Field Dependence of the Anisotropy Barrier

One further reûnement should be considered which is neglected in the stan-

da¡d formulation of the Preisach model, but which is an explicit component

of other Preisach-based approaches to superparamagnetism[32][BB]. According
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to the Stoner-Wohlfarth theory of coherent rotation in uniaxial single domain

particles[7], when the applied field äo is aligned with the ea^sy a>cis, the intrinsic

energy barrier due to anisotropy varies with åo as:

Eo: þ(h"/2)[1 + (h"/h")'] (3.14)

and grows from a minimum value .8" : p,h"f2 when åo : 0 to a maximum value

of. Eo : Ith" when äo - h". By contrast, the Preisach decomposition, which

ciaracterizes the subsystems by their two critical instabiliby fields (o, p), yields

an energ-y level diagra- like that in figure (2.1) in which the anisotropy barrier

is fixed at the coercive field å" : (a - fl/z. which is the mærimum value al-

lowed by the Stoner-Wohlfarth theory. The Preisach model thus exaggerates the
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height of the thermal activation barrier when ft.o is subcritical, so that the insta-

bility criteria based on the energy profile in figure (2.1) actually underestimate

the effectiveness of thermal fluctuations in producing transitions. Based on the

Stoner-Wohlfa¡th theory, the "correct" condition for thermal activation in the

absence of interactions is:

0 S (h"/z)[r + (h,l h")'] - n" < n:, (3.15)

which is satisfied by all the subsystems whose coercive fields ä" lie between

ho t h" < (h" + lf7l + { (n" + h;ò, - hz (3.16)

Thus for noninteracting systems(ø;:0), the effect of a field-dependent anissl¡opy

barrier is formally identical to replacing ltr iî the original thermal instability

criteria by

ifr: Lf, + (3.17)

If interaction fields are present, the analysis becomes considerably more compli-

cated. Nevertheless, it is possible to show that the replacement of tfr by ñ¿ is

approximately valid for interacting systems as well, provided that the interac-

tion fields are weak in comparison with äo. (A comparison of this approximate

expression with the exact version of the instability boundary[32][33] derived for

interacting Stoner-'Wohlfarth particles with easy æ<es aligned with the applied

field shows that they are actually very similar, particularly when it is remem-

bered that only a small fraction of particles in the Preisach plane have moments

which differ significantly from *¡r).

This allowed us to perform some limited comparisons of the model predic-

tions with and without a field-dependent anis6f,¡6py barrier, and to explore the

principal consequences of introducing this extra field dependence into the formal-

(h"+ h+)2 - hz
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standard Preisøch fgrynallsrn wit! a field-independent- oni,sotropy barier, anld the
rygd-if;ed uersion of the Preisach model whí,ch incororates the uoríablit Stoner-
Wohlfoúh barier for coherent rotati,on.

ism. Generally speaking, the various systematic trends described in the previous

sections appear to be essentially unaltered. The principal effect of incorporating

a field dependence into the anisotropy barrier ß to eaaggerate tbese systematics,

so that, for example, the curvature of the various data sets in figure (3.8) which

describe the variation of T*o, with å. becomes more pronounced. As an illust¡a-

tion, figure (3.11) compares the field dependence of T^o, for a model "system"

with ä" : L, Øc: 0.3, and ø¿ = 0.3, using the the standard Preisach formalism

and the modified version with the variable Stoner-Wohlfarth barrier for coherent

rotation. The enhancement of the field-dependence of. T*or, which is clearly ap-

parent in this figure, is of parbicular interest from the perspective of comparisons

with experiment data, since the relative changes AT^o,fT^o, predicted by the

standard Preisach approach(that is, with a linearly fietd-independent barrier) tend

to be much smaller than those which characterize real systems like 'y - Fe2os.

0.1
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(This is also a feature of other models of "superparamag¡etics" assemblies[17].)

While our analysis suggests that it may be possible to resolve such discrepaacies

by manipulating the details of the barrier growth, it is nevertheless important to

emphasize that the standard formulation of the Preisach model contains the essen-

tial physical ingredients which a¡e needed to replicate and interpret the principal

systematic trends observed experimentally.

Similar comments apply, perhaps even more pointedly, to another physical

mechanism, which appears to play a prominent role in the Stoner-\Mohlfarth-based

models of superparamagnetisml32][33]. In order to simulate experimental effects

related to variations in the degree of particle aggregation, such as the motion

of the peak in the ZFC moment, these models introduce a very specific physical

process whereby "dynamic interactions" induce aTneo,n field-like shift in the

distribution of particle coercive fields. While this mechanism may very well be

present in real superparamagnetic assemblies, our numerical simulations clearly

show that it is unnecessary to supplement the Preisach formalism in this rather

artificial ma.nner and that, contrary to the conclusions reached by these authors

in [33], the physicøI basis for essentially the entire spectrum of experimental

systematics can be traced directly to the characteristics of the distribution of

static interaction fields (and hence to the parameter o¿).
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Chapter 4

Experimental fnstrumentation,
Sample Preparation, and
Preisach Simulation Procedure

4.L Measuring the Moment - Physical property
Measurement System(PPMS Model 6000)

4.T.L PPMS

A Physical Property Measurement System(PPMS Model 6000), manufactured by

Quantum Design, was used to measure the magnetic moment as a function of

temperature 7 and applied field äo. The ppMS Mod,el6000 has the following

basic functional components:

o Dewar: The aluminum PPMS dewar contains the liquid helium bath in

which the PPMS probe is immersed. The outer layer of the dewar contains

reflective super insulation to help minimize helium consumption. This re.

gion is evacuated and contains activated charcoal(on the cold surface) to

help maintain the vacuum.

o Probe: The probe (figure 4.1) is the critical part of the ppMS. The probe

is the hardware component that sits within the liquid helium bath inside the

dewar. It incorporates all of the elemental temperature control hardware,
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the superconducting magnet, the helium level meter, electrical connectors,

gas lines, and sample puck connectors. The probe is composed of several

concentric stainless steel tubes, along with other important elements in-

cluding the outer ¿¡d inns¡ vacuum tubes, the sarnple tube, the impedance

assembly, the magnet, the bafled rods, the helium level meter, the protec-

tive cap and the probe head.

Pump: A direct drive pump pumps continuously on the system to control

the pressure in the sample tube and to aid thermal control.

Model 6000 controller: The controller is composed of motherboard( sys-

tem integration), system bridge board, gas valves and gas lines(temperature

control) and magnet power supply.

Magnet controller and magnet power supply: The magnet power

supply is the current soruce for the magnet.

Magnet characteristics The mæcimum magnetic field can reach g r with

a stability of 0.05 G.

4.L.2 ACMS

I¡ addition to the components described above, the ACMS insert, an optional

component which houses the system's drive and detection coils, is used to per-

form the DC magnetization and AC susceptibility measurements. The insert fits

directly into the PPMS sample chamber and contains a sample space that lies

within the uniform field region of the host PPMS, allowing DC field and temper-

ature control using conventional methods.

The sample is held within the insert's coil set on the end of a thin, rigid

sample rod. The sample holder is translated longitudinally by a DC servo motor
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in the sagple transport assemblg which mounts to the top of the ppMS probe.

The DC servo motor provides rapid and very smooth longitudin¿l se.mple motion.

The ACMS contains an AC drive coil set that provides an alternating ex-

citation field and a detection coil set that inductively responds to the combined

sample moment and excitation field. The copper d¡ive and detection coils are sit-

uated within the ACMS insert, concentric with the PPMS superconducting DC

magnet as shown in figure 4.2.

The drive coil is wound longitudinally around the detection coil set. It can

generate alternating fields of up to t10O e in a frequency range of 10Hz to 10KHz

at any temperature.

The detection coils ÍÌre arranged in a first-order gradiometer configuration

to help isolate the se.mple's signal from uniform background sources. This con-

figuration utilizes two sets of counterwound copper coils connected in series and

separated by several centimeters. During DC measurements a constant field is

applied to the measurement region and the sample is moved quickly through

both sets of coils, inducing a signal in them according to Faraday,s Law. This

mea.surement is commonly called the extrac,,tion method.

A compensation coil is situated outside the AC drive coil. The drive coil

and compensation coil are counterwound and connected in series so that they

receive the same excitation signal. The compensation coil actually reduces dipole

fields to quadrupole fields.

Each detection coil ¿þs çs¡fains a low-inductance calibration coil to increa.se

the accu¡acy of the pha.se ¿¡d ¡mplitude during AC measurements.

During DC mea^su¡ements, the amplitude of the detection coil signal is de-

pendent upon both the extraction speed and the sample's magnetic moment. The

DC servo motor employed by the ACMS extracts the sample at speeds of approx_

imately 100cm/sec, thus increasing the signal strength over a conventional DC
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extraction system. The short scan time also allows the averaging of several scans

for each measurement, further reducing the contributions to random error. These

advantages result in greater measurement accuracy and sensitivity compa.red to

systems with slower sampl€ extraction speeds.

The ACMS coils are connected to the PPMS electronics of the Model 6000

controller which communicates with a host computer to write measurement se-

quences in variable magnetic field and temperature environments thus simplifying

the data gathering process.

4.L.3 DC measurements

During a DC measurement, the PPMS applies a constant magnetic field to the

sample space and the se.mple transport servo motor translates ¡¡s sample through

the entire detection coil set in approximately 0.05sec. To synchronize sample

translation with data acquisition, the servo motor sends a handshake signal to

the DSP(Digital Sigral Processing) that triggers data acquisition. The ACMS

takes 4096 voltage readings during sample translation and creates a voltage profile

curve for the translation. The detection coils register a voltage proportional to

the rate of change of magnetic flux through them, so the voltage profile is the

time derivative of the net flux through the coils. The actual sample moment

is obtained by numerically integrating the voltage profile and fitting the known

waveform for a dipole moving through the detection coils to the resulting data

using a regression algorithm. Alternativel¡ the integrated data can be used to

calculate ¡¡s sample's centre position.

4.L.4 Features of the PPMS 6000

Some features of PPMS Model 6000 are:

o Sensitivity of DC measurement: 2.5 x L\-íemu
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capability to maintain temperature below 4.2 K for indefinite periods of

time and smooth temperature transitions when warming and coolingthrough

4.2 K.

r Temperature range: 1.8K-400K

o Maximum magnetic field: g Tesla

r sample volume: a cylindar with a diameter of Bmm and a length of gmm.

4.2 Experimental Protocols

4.2.I Hysteresis Loops

Numerical simulations of hysteresis loops, and fits of these simulations to mea-

sured hysteresis loops constitute one of the primary sources of information on the

Preisach distribution parameters /r.(?), o"(T), o;(T) and. p(T), which together

define the spectrum of Barkhausen free energy bar¡iers for a given magnetic ma-

terial. However, fits to a single hysteresis loop measured at a single temperature

are far from suficient to provide an una-biguous identification of the Barkhausen

spectrum, and offer no insight whatsoever into the thermal processes which are re-

sponsible for the temperature dependence of important macroscopic characteristic

parameters like the coercive field r/" or the saturation remane îce Mr,ro¿.

In the current investigation, each hysteresis isotherm mea,surement was pre-

ceded by a thermal demagnetization at a temperature either above the critical

temperature T" or above the highest blocking temperaturê TB,*or. The initial
magnetization curve and the major hysteresis loop were then measured at a fixed

temperature T. Hysteresis isotherms were measured over a wide range of tem-

peratures which were chosen to representatively sa.mple the entire irreversible

regime(0 <T <?} or 0 <T <Tø,^*).
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4.2.2 FC and ZFC Moment

While hysteresis and magnetizing isotherms provide a di¡ect probe of the excita-

tion fields(and hence the excitation barriers) which cha¡acterize the Barkhausen

spectrum, measurements of the field cooled(FC) and zero field cooled(ZFC) mo-

ment provide a similarly direct probe of the temperature dependence of the ex-

citation barriers. Mea^surements of the FC and ZFC moment as a function of

temperature, performed over a wide range of applied fields, thus provide an impor-

tant complement to the mea^surements of magnetizing and hysteresis isotherms,

for purposes of reconstructing the Barkhausen free energ-y profile of a material.

In the zero field cooling(ZFC) protocol, the sample is cooled in zero applied field

from a reference temperature Tref above either the maguetic ordering tempera-

ture [, or above the highest blocking temperaturêTB,^o, where the system is

in the superparâmagnetic state, to the lowest mea.suring temperature, typically,

T : 5K. Then a static external field äo is applied, and the moment is mea.sured

as the sample is warmed in a fixed field to Tr"¡. To acquire the corresponding

field cooled(FC) curve, the magnetic system is cooled in the external field äo from

the reference temperatureTr"¡, to the lowest experimental temperature, and the

moment is measu¡ed on warming as before, in a fixed field.

4.3 Preisach simulations and the Analyticat pro-
cedure

4.3.L Fitting Parameters

In the Preisach approach, the goal is to determine the parameters defined in

equations 2.75, 2.16, and 2.77 by fitting aums¡isal simulations of the response

functions( FC moment , ZFC moment, initial magnetizing curve, major hysteresis

loop) to the experimentally measured response functions. These parameters can
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be grouped roughly into trub .ut.go;i*'the parameters that are essentially fixed
'

by certain physical constraints,'and the para.meters that a¡e more or less freely

varied in the fitting process.

4.3.2 Parameters specified by physicar constraints

The following parâmeters have values which are essentially fixed by the exper-

imental data, and hence are relatively inflexibie. For ferromagnetically ordered

materials, the critical ordering temperature ?" coincides with a rapid decrease

in both the FC and ZFC moment with increa.sing temperature, over a relatively

narrow temperature interval , as the system is warmed from the ordered phase

into the weakly magnetic pararnagnetic phase. Measurements of the field and

temperature dependence of critical peaks observed in the ac susceptibility [24]

can be used to refine preliminary estimates based on the FC and ZFC moment,

although a very precise knowledge of ?i is seldom required for an analysis of irre-

versible phenomena. For fluctuation-dominated materials, no such direct evidence

is available since I typically lies well within the superparamagnetic regime. The

mean zero temperature coercive field ã"s can be estimated from the measured co-

ercivity H" at the lowest experimental measuring temperature, typically between

2K < T < 5K. Similarl¡ the saturation moment lrLsú of the system is fixed by

the saturation value of the lowest temperature hysteresis isotherm measured in

applied fields åo Þ H". As for the paremeter o = ln(t"rp/ro), our experimental

measuring time constant is typically t"rp N 100s, so a - 25, assuming 7o - 10-e

to 10-1os .

4.3.3 Flexible Parameters

While the remaining parameters are comparatively flexible, the influence of several

of these parameters tends to be confined primarity to specific structural features
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of the response functions. These relationships have been discussed in some depth

in chapter 3, and here we content ourselves with only a briefly summary of the

correlations established by the numerical simulations:

o Distribution of coercive fields: The para-eters ä.6, oco,lcand ll afiect

the temperature dependence of the ZFC moment and the field dependence of

the major hysteresis loop, but have a negligible impact on the temperature

dependence of the FC moment.

o Distribution of interaction (asymmetry) fields: The para-eters ø¿6

and l¿ affect the temperature dependence ¿¡d amplitude of the FC moment,

and the squareuess of the major loop(that is, the tatio rnr,ro¿/rnrot), but have

only a weak influence on the ZFC moment. Large values of l¡ correspond

to a rapid decrea.se in the strength of the interaction fields with increasing

temperature, and generate a maximum on the temperature dependence of

the FC moment.

o The width of the interaction field distributior d¿6 : The magnitude

of ø¡s is closely related to the field dependence of the FC moment at ? : 0.

For very small o¡6 Khæ, the field dependence is weak, while for ø¿e ) hæ,

the field dependence is strong.

o The width of of the coercive field distributioD o"s : The parameter

o"e defines the shape of the major hysteresis loop and the initial magnetizing

curve at T :0, primarily by defining the slope in the vicinity of /1.s.

o zero temperature spontaneous moment ¡,b: The parameter ¡^ls affects

the location and the shape of the ma>rimum in the ZFC moment, and also

affects the temperature dependence of the coercive fiela ã"(f) through its

influence on the thermal viscosity field hþ.
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r Reversible co-rponent of the response. This is generally the most

difrcult contribution to define reliabl¡ since the pare.rneters / and À may

both, in principle, be temperature dependent, and also since reversibility is

not uecessarily an independent additive contribution the magnetic response,

but is often an "intrinsic" component of hysteresis loops(for instance, the

stoner-wohlfarth loops for coherent rotation). As a first approximation,

the factor / is roughly defined by / = I - mr,ro¿f mga¿ ârld is a^ssumed to be

temperature independent unless the fits demand otherwise.

o Mean coercive fietd ã"(?). For anisotropy-dominated systems, with FC

and ZFC response functions resembling those in figure (8.2) with q : 4.0,

the functional dependence of -h"(T) is initially assumed to be closely related

to the temperature dependence of the measured coercive field r/.("), *d
varied as necessary to improve the fits. For fluctuation-dominated systems

v¡ith FC and ZFC response functions like those in figure (3.Z)with a :
0.2, the functional dependence of ñ"(r) is chosen to be roughly constant

throughout the hysteretic regime, and thermal fluctuations hi¡ arc allowed

to define the temperature dependence of the response functions, at least as

a first approximation.

r spontaneous Ba¡khausen moment p,g).According to the simulations,

the temperature dependence of the FC moment in high fields fr,o Þ ñæis de-

termined almost exclusively by the temperature dependen ce of ¡.r(T). Thus,

as a starting point, the functional dependence of pe) ß approximately

defined by the shape of. mps(T) mea.sured in the highest field åo.
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4.3.4 FittingProcedure

An iterative fitting procedure is followed, guided by the systematic trends that

we observed in the numerical simulations in chapter 3 and srmm¿¡i2sd above.

Starting from an initial set of parameters chosen in accordance with the assump-

tions outlined above, the Preisach model is used to simulate numerical response

functions which are compared with the experimental response functions. The pa-

rameters are then varied individually and manually in order to improve the fits.

This procedure allows us to develop a a clear picture of the systematic trends

induced by varying each parameter, and hence to isolate the dominant physical

mechanism responsible for each of the principal structu¡al features and systematic

trends which characterize the experimental data.

our goal is to simulate the entire set of major hysteresis loops, and, zFC

and FC moments using a coÍrmon set of parameters so that the quality of the fits

are oflen sacrificed in preference to obtaining a set of parameters which describe

the widest spectrum of experimental behaviour.

4.4 Sample Preparation

All of the magaetic materials investigated in this thesis were fab¡icated by col-

laborators either at the University of Manitoba or at the University of Lanzhou,

with whom we are currently involved in a CIDA (Canadian International Devel-

opment Agency) project. Consequently, we present here only a brief summary of

the fabrication procedures.

4.4.L Thin Film Fe66(SiO2)as

Nanometer-sized Fe particles dispersed in a matrix of amorphous SiOz are cur-

rently the subject of extensive research. Although bulk Fe is magnetically very
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soft, systems of nanodimensional Fe particles dispersed in sio2, Al2o3 and cu,
have a high coercivity, making such materials potential candidates for magnetic

recording media[Ba] [45].

There are conventionally two kinds of Fer(sioz)r_c media, d.istinguished

by diferent fabrication techniques. One uses magnetron sputtering to deposit

Fe and SiOz onto a glass substrate which is kept at a constant temperature.

By adjusting the deposition time, films with difierent widths can be obtained.

Another way is the conventionar ceramic technique. The sample is prepared by
high energy ball-milling using stainless steel balls, starting from Fe powders and

sol-gel derived silica in properly weighted proportion[84].

The microstructure on Fe,(sio2)r-" is composition dependent for sputtered

granular thin fiLns. Mössbauer spectroscopy shows the presence of o_Fe, at low

SiO2 content, and the presence of isolated superparamagnetic Fe particles at high

SiO2 content[36] . A small amount of Fe oxide was also observed which tends to
soften the film[37].

The system analyzed here was a thin film of Fe6 o(sioz)4Ðwith 33% Fe, r¡.cm

in thickness, fabricated by RF sputtering at room temperature onto a Kapton
substrate' The average particle diameter determined by transmission electron

microscopy was Z. nm.

4.4.2 N'i1-rZnrFe2Oa

Ni, Zn and Fe nitrates were dissolved together in a minimum amount of deionized

water to produce a clear solution. polyvinyl alcohol(pvA) was used to make a

gel' The aqueous PVA solutiou was added to the nitrate solution and dehydrated

at 60 - 80oc. The gelation proceeded step by step and a slightly red gel_type

precursor was obtained. The precursor was calcined at different temperatu¡es to
obtain Ni'v-,zn,Fe2oa(0 1 s 11.0) fine powder with particle sizes ranging from
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6-90nm.

4.4.3 SrRru,Os

Strontium ruthenate SrRuO3, ha.s a distorted perovskite structure, and is a fer-

romagnetic oxide containing a single kind of magnetic ion .Rza+. polycrystalline

SrRuOe was prepared by mixing SrCOs and nanocrystalline RuOztaken in the

stoichiometric ratio and heating initiaity at g00og for T2 hours with 6 intermedi-

ate grindings. Formation of single-phase compounds was established by powder

x-ray-diffractions(XRD) mea.surements. The compound so obtained was then

ground well and annealed in air at various temperatures from g50 to 1B00oC for

12 hours.

4.4.4 Løs.5Srs.5CoOs

samples of nominal composition Las.ssrs.scoos were prepared using standard

ceramic techniques. Stoichiometric quantities of La2os (ultrapure) , Srcos and,

CqOa were thoroughly mixed and ground for 24hours by ball milling in acetone.

The dried powder was subsequently pressed into pellet form and fired at g00o7

for 24 hours. The pellet was then reground, mixed with a binder, and then refired

in oxygen for 24 hours at 1000'c followed by g6 hours at 1050oc.

4.4.5 Las.TSrs.sMnOs

Polycrystalline .Løo.z,srs.sMnos bulk samples were prepared by the sol-gel pro-

cess. Stoichiometric amounts of trø(Nos)r.6H2o, Mn(Nos)2 and ,Sr(l/o3)2

were dissolved initially in ion-free water, and then added to an aqueous polyvinyl

alcohol solution heated to 60 - 80oC. The solutioÐ. was stirred for one hour. The

final sol-gel material, obtained by a gelation procedure, lüas then decomposed at

520 K and presinte¡ed at S00 K in air. The powder wa^s pressed into a rectangu-
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la^r shape at a pressure of 250 MPa, and then sintered again in air at 9zB K. A
single phase perovskite structure resulted, as confirmed by x-ray diftaction us-

ing Cu K" radiation. The broad diftaction peaks indicate a fine grain structure

in this 5'mpl€, estimated at about 15 nm diameter usiag Scheller's formula [25]

applied to the full width at half mæ<imum of the (110) peak, and confirmed by

transmission microscopy.
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Chapter 5

Analysis of
Fluctuation-Dominated M"gnetic
Systems

5.1 Granular Fer(SiOz)F,

The principal features of the field and temperature dependence of the magnetic
response of the pa"rticulate Fe/si,o2 thin film are summarized in figures (b.1) and
(5.2), which show respectivery measurements of the field coored (FC) and zero

field cooled (zFC) moment as a function of temperature T, performed over a wide
range of applied fields åo, and of the initial magnetizing curve and major hysteresis

loop as a function of. ho, performed over a wide range of temperatures. The ZFC
moment exhibits a well defined maximum, which becomes progressively broader

and shifts to lower temperatures with increasing appried field. The FC moment
also exhibits a maximrrm i¡ this system, which is essentially coincident with the
ZFC maximum, and the two branches bifurcate very close to the ma><imum, with
rnrc ) Ir¿zpc for all temperatures T < fio". Above T^or, both the FC and ZFC
moment exhibit a long superparamagnetic tail. As figure (s.z) shows, this system
exhibits hysteresis at all temperatures ? < 90K. with increasing temperature
both the coercivity and the saturation remanence decrea.se, and the loop becomes
progressively steeper, but the saturation moment ¡sneins essentially constant.
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If figures (5.1) and (5.2) are compared with figures (8.2) and (B.z), which

show Preisach simulations of the FC and ZFC moment and hysteresis loops of
fluctuation-dominated and anisotropy-dominated systems, respectivel¡ it is clear

that the principal structural features and systematics of the measured response

functions closely resemble those in figures (a.2)(a) and (a.z)(a). This alows us

to identify the Fe/Si,O2 medium as a fluctuation-dominated system, for which

the temperature dependence of the magnetic response is determined primarily

by thermal activation over energ'y barriers which are essentially temperature in-

dependent over most of the hysteretic regime, and for which critical effects are

not explicit to play a role. This behaviour is not a trivial consequence of the
particulate microstructure. To emphasize this point, we show in figures (5.8) and

(5'4), similar measurements performed on a system of particulate aligned CrO2

recording particles, which exhibits behaviour much closer to that expected for an

anisotropv-dominated system, as shown in figures (8.2)(b) and (J.z)(b). In fact,

the fundamental diflerence between the two systems lies entirely in the height

of the anisotropy barriers, which are much smaller in Fe - sioz than in cro2.
(The latter material is a ferromagnet with a critical temperatur e T" æ BggK, and

anisotropy effects are dominant because the easy axes of the CrOz particles are

aligned with each other, and with the applied field.)

The data in figures (5.1) and (5.2), allow us to obtain prelimin¿¡y estimates

for several of the important Preisach fitting parameters. Fbom the lowest temper-

ature hysteresis loop at T : zK, we obtain an estimate of the zero temperature

coercivity ñæ = 600 oe. Ftom the inflection point in the temperature depen-

dence of the ZFC moment measured in the lowest field äo : L0 Oe, we obtain
an estimate for the zero temperature spontaneous Barkhausen moment /ro since

pohæ = fuT¿n¡¿In(too/ro) = 2ïkøT¿nit, which yields p,o = 5 x 10-16emu. Fbom

the ratio of the saturation remarence to the saturation moment for the T : 2K
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hysteresis loop, we obtain an estimate for the reversible fraction / = o.¡. Flom

the existence of the ma>cimum in the FC moment, we infer that the d.ispersion

of interaction fields ø¡(?) must decrease rapidly with increasing temperature as

T -> T^o,, so that tÎ o;(T): ø¡o(1 - TfTu¡rt, v¡ith G ? T^or, it follows from a

comparison with figure (e.6)(a) that l¡ > 1. In fact, the numerical calculations

to be discussed shortly confirm all of the these initial estimates. Of the remaining

fitting parameters, ø"e is determined by the shape of the initial magnetizing curve

and the major hysteresis loop at T : 2K, while ø¿s is determined by the field

dependence of the FC moment atr T :2K n figure (b.1).

The numerical Preisach simulations were performed assuming the following

product of two Gaussian functions for the preisach distribution:

p(ho h¿) - (ztro2)-Èerp[-(h. - h")2 /zo!] . (zro!)-i exp[-h! /zoz.] (5.1)

Intrinsic temperature dependences \ilere described by allowing the preisach

fitting paramsts¡s to vary with temperature as follows:

J,û(1- T/7")'
hæ(7 -T/7")r.
o*(1 - r/fò'''
o,o(1 - T/ru¡r;

Although the ideal goal was to describe all of the experimental data using

a single set of fitting parameters, fits were in fact performed individually to each

pair of FC and ZFC moments and to each hysteresis isotherm, in order to better

identify any systematic variations in the Preisach par¡meters. Tables ( 5.1) and

(5.2) summarize all the values of the fitting parameters, and figures (5.5) through

(5'12) show the numerical simulations as solid curves. A comparison of figure (5.1)

with figure (5.5) shows that the numerical simulations replicate all the principal

structure features and systematic trends observed in the measured FC and ZFC

(vØ:
I h"(T) :
1 ""Q) _[ "'(r) :

(5.2)
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TþÞ19.5.1: Fitting parameters from ZFC and FC moment of Fe- sio2 (7"500/r)

moment, and figures (5.6), (b.z) and (5.g) illustrate the typical quarity of the

individual fits. Figures (5.g) through (b.12) compare the numerical simulations of
the hysteresis isotherms with the measured isotherms, and figure (5.18) compaxes

the measured and model coercive fields, H" and ä", respectivery.

An inspection of tables ( 5.1) and (5.2) shows that the free energy dissi_

pation barriers, as deûned by ph" = p,oh6(I-T/7")r.+r and þcrc: ttooæ(l_
TfT"¡r''+r, are very weakly dependent on temperature throughout the entire hys-

teretic regime (" < 90I() and, in fact, over the entire experimental temperature

range T < 300K, confirming that thermal fluctuations (through Lù) aruprimar_

ily responsible for the temperature dependences observed in the FC and ZFC

moments and in the hysteresis isotherms, and that the critical temperature 7i
has very little effect on the measured response. In particular, the temperature

dependence of the measured coercive field in figure (b.13) is replicated very well

by this approach, and is clearly a consequence of an effective reduction in the

barrier heights by the thermal fluctuation energ-y w* : fuTln(t",ofr6), rather

h"(Oe 14 32 55 100 200 400 600
¡.rs(10-röemu) 5 4 3 2.5 2 2 2

å.¡(Oe) 600 600 600 600 600 600 600
øæ (Oe) 240 240 240 240 240 240 240
o;s (Oe 72 84 108 138 168 240 360f 1/3 7ls r/3 L/3 L/3 r/t L/3l" t/3 L/3 7/3 L/s L/3 1/3 rlsf: L/3 t/s rls L/3 L/3 r/s Llsf¡ 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
À(1/Oe 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006f 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

rnro¿(emu) 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
T(K) 130 720 120 120 120 115 115
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Table 5.2: Fitting parameters from hysteresis loops of Fe - SiOz (7.:500K)

TIK 2 b 20 50

¡,ø¡(10-'oemu) 3 3 3 2

lz.¡(Oe) 600 600 600 600
øæ (Oe) 240 240 240 240
o¡s (Oe 240 240 180 240

f L/3 1/3 L/3 1ls
l" r13 rls 7/3 r/3
f: L13 r/s t/3 L/3
f¿ 2.5 ¿.Ð 2.5 2.5

À(1/Oe 0.0006 0.0007 0.0006 0.00071
f 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

rnror(emu 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04

T(K 130 130 130 130

than of explicit variations in the dissipation mechanisms (ñ" and ø") with tem-

perature. The numerical simulations also replicate the mæ<imum observed in the

temperature dependeuce of the FC moment, and show that the physical origin

of this structure is directly related to the temperature dependence of the interac-

tion fields ä¿, which decrease rapidly as ø¡(?) : øio(l -T/fu¡z's with increasing

temperature and vanish in the vicinity of the low field FC and ZFC maximum

(Tu - 115 - 130/(). From a physical point of view, this behaviour is a reasonable

consequence of the gradual unblocking of the particles by thermal fluctuations as

T + T^o, since an unblocked particle is a much weaker source of static interac-

tion fields than a blocked particle.

In order to obtair a good description of the reversible superparamagnetic

tail for temperatures 7 > T^o, b the FC and ZFC response, it was necessary

to employ a critical temperature T" e 500K which is much less than the critical

temperatureT.l l000K for bulk i¡on. At this stage, it is unclear whether this is

a real effect related to the small particle size, or whether it simply reflects some

inadequacy in the model treatment of superpara-agnetism, perhaps related to
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the use of the tanh finclion rather than a Langevin function.

In conclusion, we show in figure (5.14) plots of the temperature dependence

of the mean anisotropy barrier W"g): p,(T)lr"(T): psh6$-f /?:òt+f., th€

anisotropy barriers Wlg), one standa¡d deviation higher and lower thanfit"(T),

W*(T) : ¡toh6(L + a.s)(l - T/7"),.+rl, and the thermal fluctuation energy

W* - lenT - ln(t"*f rs), all normalized to W.(0) : þohæ. The ûgure emphasizes

the fluctuation-dominated nature of the FelSiOz system, since the temperature

dependence of.W* clearly dominates that of the free energy landscape throughout

the irreversible regime T < 100K.
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5.2 Analysis of particulate lr{i,FezO¿

The analysis of the particulate NiFe2Oa material proceeded in a very simil¿¡

fashion to that for the Fe - S¿O2. Figures (5.15) and (5.16) summarize the

principal characteristics of the FC and ZFC response and of the major hysteresis

isotherms for NiFe2oa, respectively. As with Fe - sioz, the principal structural

features of the response in figures (5.15) and (5.16) are typical of a fluctuation-

dominated system. This material exhibits a low temperature hysteretic regime

lot T < 40K in which the collapse of the major hysteresis loop with increasing

temperature is confined almost entirely to the width of the toop (that is, to the

coercive field) and to the satu¡ation remanence, y¡ith virtually no change in the

saturation moment. This low temperature irreversible regime is succeeded by a

reversible regime which appears as a long superparâ.magnetic tail in the FC and

ZFC moments extending from T : 50K up to room temperature T :300K.
As before, the data permit preliminary estimates of several of the key Preisach

fitting parameters to be established. Thus, the mean zero temperature coercive

field is -hæ 

= 1000 Oe, the zero temperature spontaneous Barkhausen moment is

Ito=7.0 x 10-17 emu, and the reversible fraction is / = 0.6. F\uthermore, the

maximum in the temperature dependence of the FC moment is a strong indication

of a rapid collapse of the interaction fields fu with increasing temperature which,

as before, is physically very reasonable for a system in which thermal fluctuations

are gradually destabilizing (or unblocking) the Barkhausen moments and thus

lessening their effectiveness ¿rs sources of static internal interaction fields.

The ûts to the NiFezO+ data were performed assuming the same product

function for the Preisach distribution in equation (b.2) used for the Fe - SiOz

analysis. Figures (5.17) through (5.23) show comparisons of the numerical sim-

ulations of the FC and ZFC moments and major hysteresis isotherms with the
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experimental data, and tables (5.3) and (5.4) summa¡ize the values of the best fit

parameters, which are remarkably consistent across the entire data set. For this

material, the dispersion of interaction ûelds was found to obey the functional form

o¡(T) : expl-(T/76¡ri] with characteristic temperature ?6 :120 K and e:rponent

f¡ : 1.0. F\rthermore, the model was unable to replicate the strong curvature of

the superpa^ramagnetic tail observed in figure (5.15) for any reasonable choice for

the critical temperature I unless the spontaneous moment ¡t(T) was also allowed

to vary rapidly with temperature through the superparamagnetic regime. For

the current analysis, a functional form p(7) : erpl-(T/T^)'^l with I- :2.0
and ?- : 200 K provided a reasonable description of the superparamagnetic be-

haviou¡. The form of this function suggests that the Barkhausen elements are rel-

atively constant in size throughout the hysteretic regime (T <  1K),brfi fracture

into progressively smaller entities as T increases through the superparamagnetic

phase. This is consistent with a Curie-Weiss law analysis of the superpilamag-

netic tail, which yields a similar tendency for the efiective Curie.Weiss moment

to decrea.se dramatically and systematically with increa.sing temperature. In this

particular case, the fracturing may represent a break up of large scale clusters

of. Ni,Fe2Oa particles which are internally strongly correlated magnetically. This

interpretation is consistent with the large value of po, which exceeds by orders of

magnitude the moment expected for a single NiFezO+ particle. It is also possi-

ble, of course, that the strong temperature dependence of. ¡t(T) is a critical effect

related to the collapse of the spontaneous moment as ? -r ?", but this is unlikely

to be the case since it would require a critical temperature 7" on the order of

200K or less, which seems physically unrea.sonable.

In order to obtain the best fit to the FC and zFC data, it was necessary

to allow two of the parameters, ¡16 and ø¿6, to vary systematically with applied

field äo. Inspection of table (5.3) shows that pa decreases monotonically with
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Table 5.3: Fitting parameters from tile ZFC and
T": 400K )

FC moment of NiFe2Oa (

l¿.(Oe) 100 200 400 600 1000

¡rs(10-r/emu) 8 6 5 4 4
h6 Oe L420 1420 1420 1420 r420
ø.s (Oe 639 639 639 639 639
o¿o Oe 383 426 497 568 639

l- 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
l" r/3 L/3 r/3 L/3 rls
f1 r/3 r/3 t/3 t/3 L/3
t; 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

À(1/Oe) 0.00018 0.00018 0.00018 0.00018 0.00018
f 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

rnro¿(emu) 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85
Tó(K) L20 120 L20 L20 120
T^(K) 200 200 200 200 200

Ta-bIe.5.4: Fitting parameters from major hysteresis loops of NiFezo+ (7" =
400K)

T(K 5 7 10 20

¡^ls(L0-r/emu 5 Ð Ð b
/¿æ(Oe t420 L420 1420 1420

o¿6 Oe 639 639 639 639
ø¡s (Oe 497 497 497 497

f" r/3 L/3 7/3 r/l
rl L/3 Lls rl3 rls
f¿ 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

À(1/oe) 0.0002 0.00022 0.00022 0.00024
f 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

nzro¿(emu) 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85
ro(K) 120 120 120 120
T^(K) 200 200 200 200
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increasing lzo while ø¡6 increases monotonically u¡ith ¡¿o. The change in ø¿e r€-

flects a trend towards stronger interaction fields l¿¿ as the system becomes more

strongly magnetized. It is reasonable to question whether this behaviour could

be replicated by introducing a mean-field-like contribution of the form /r¿ : lcm

into the interaction field distribution (Ztro!)-t/z"npl-(h¡ - km)2 lZo!]. A positive

value of k would not achieve the desired effect, since it would tend to amplif7

the magnitude of the high field FC and ZFC response, while the inc¡eas e in o¿s

with field acts to suppress it. A negative value of k, on the other hand, is very

dificult to justify physically, since it would demand a signiûcant demagnetizing

factor, which is inconsistent with the geometry of the sample. It is ou¡ contention

that the increase in ø¡s which emerges from the present analysis, and which repre-

sents a shifb in the statistical distribution of local interaction fields towards high

fields while preserving the inherent randomness of the distribution ([ : 0), is in

fact compatible with the properties of the dipole field, which admits both posi-

tive and negative interaction fields even for perfectly ali,gned,moments, depending

upon their relative location. Thus a progressive deformation of the r¡idth of the

interaction field distribution with no change in mean value is physically accept-

able.

The decrease in ps was necessary in order to increase the thermal fluctuation

field å.i = kaT'Qh¿ a¡d hence better replicate the location of the inflection point

in the ZFC moment below the maximum. Given that the assumption of a single

Barkhausen moment p is a crude approximation to the real situation, which

almost certainly demands a distribution of Ba¡khausen moments, aad hence a

distråbuti'on of. thermal ui,scosity fields l:/T, it is clear that the decrea.se in ¡4 with

increasing ûeld äo is completely consistent with the fact that at high ûetds (ho -
lz.s), small-moment Barkhausen elements will relæ< noticeably faster than high-

moment Barkhausen elements, and will thus tend f6 demin¿te the temperature

tzt



dependence of the ZFC response function.
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Chapter 6

Analysis of
Anisotropy-Dominated M"gnetic
Systems

6.1 SrRuOs

The ^9r'RzO3 system investigated here is a polycrystalline ferromagnet with a

single type of magnetic ion Rua+, and with a curie temperatu re T. - 160r([8g].

Figures (6.1) and (6.2) su--arize the characteristics of the measured irreversible

response or. srfuuos. Figure (6.1) shows the temperature dependence of the mo-

ment measured under both field cooled(FC) and zero field cooled (ZFC) condi-

tions, after thermal demagnetization at T = 1g0K, in various applied fields ho

up to the ? = 5K coercive field Il" = b000 Oe. Figure (6.2) shows a sequence of
major hysteresis isotherms at several representative temperatures which span the

ordered phase T 17".

A comparison of the experimental data in figures (6.1) and (6.2) with the

Preisach simulations in figures (8.2) and (B.z) shows that srfuuo3 possesses all
the characteristics typicat of. an aní,sotropy-d,omi,nated,system. In particular, both
the FC and' ZFC moments exhibit an extremely rapid variation with temperature

over a relatively narrow temperature interval in the vicinity of the critical tem-
perature T": L60K, which is symptomatic of a system whose magnetic respotrse
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is dictated by the growth of the free energy ba,rriers, rather than by thermal

fluctuations. Moreover, the temperature dependence of the hysteresis loops in

figure (6.2) exhibits a simultaneous collapse in the coercive field, saturation mo-

ment, and satu¡ation remanence as T + T" which is once again characteristic of

a system whose measu¡ed properties are clea.rly strongly influenced by the critical

temperature, and hence are predominantly intrinsic in origin.

The solid curves in figures (6.3), (6.a) and (6.5) are numerical simulations,

which are based on a Preisach distribution which is a product of a lognormal

coercive field distribution and a Gaussian interaction field distribution:

p (h - h;) - (ar o! (T) h?)- * 
"" 

p[- (t o s (h 
" 
/ 
-h.gq), 

/ 2 oZ g)]

. (2r o? (T))- È e"p[- h? / zo! Q)] (6.1)

assuming the following temperature dependences for the Preisach para.meters:

(6.2)

Table 6.1 and table 6.2 list the fitting parameters for the FC and ZFC

data and the hysteresis loops, respectively. Figure (6.3) shows simulations of the

entire sequence of FC and ZFC data in figure (6.1), and figure (6.4) illustrates

the quality of the fits for two specific applied fields äo = 1000 Oe and äo : 5000

Oe' Figure (6.5) shows typical fits to two hysteresis loops at extreme ends of the

ordered pha.se.

The model is clearly able to replicate all of the principal structural features,

as well as the systematic va¡iations with field and temperature, observed in the

magnetic response functions of. srfuuos. F\rrthermore, the two sets of fitting
parameters in table 6.1 and table 6.2 show a remarkably degree of consistency,

I AØ : pl(L - T /7")r ì
J h"(T): åæ[1 - g/r")'"] 

I

ì ""(") 
: øæ[1 - Q/f"¡t'.1 |

t "'(r) : o¿o(1 -T/T)\ )
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Table 6.1: Fitting parameters from ZFC and FC moment of srfuuos

particularly considering the broad spectrum of data which have been replicated

here.

The analysis provides a quantitative picture of the spectrrm of Baukhausen

moments and free energ'y barriers in SrRuOs, and establishes correlations between

individual model parameters and specific structural features of the response. In

particular:

1. A comparison of the mean zero temperature anisotropy barrier W"(o) =
þoh"o = 1.0 x 10-1i erg, wíth the thermal fluctuation eners¡ at the critical

temperature Wi : ksT.ln(t*o/ro): 5.5 x L}-r3erg shows that I7"(0) >
17"*. This confirms our preliminary a^ssessment, na.mely lhat SrRuOs ma!

be classified a.s an anisotropy-dominated system, in the sense that thermal

fluctuations are expected to play a relatively minor role in defining the tem-

perature dependence of the magnetic response functions. This dominance

of intrinsic thermal effects over extrinsic thermal fluctuations is clearly ap-

parent in figure 6.6(a)' which compares the temperature dependence of the

äo(Oe 200 400 500 1000 3000 5000
p6(1.0-tÐemu) 2 2 2 2 2 2

l¿æ(Oe 5200 5200 5200 5200 5200 5200
o¿g 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

ø¿o (Oe) 104 104 to4 L04 104 104
I 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
l" 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
r1 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0
f¿ 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

À(1/oe) 0.00004 0.00004 0.00004 0.00004 0.00004 0.00004
f 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

rnro¿(emu) 0.8 0.8 0.8 08 0.8 0.8
Tc6) 158 158 158 158 158 158
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T K 5 40 80 L20 130 140 150
ps(10-'ðemu) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

lz.s(Oe) 5200 5200 5200 5200 5200 5200 5200
6¿6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

o¿o Oe L04 104 104 L04 L04 t04 104
f 0.32 0.30 0.28 0.3 0.26 0.28 0.28

c 4 4 b 5 4 4 5
r1 20 20 20 20 20 15 20
f¡ 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

À(10-o /Oe) 3.5 3.2 2.6 2.0 2.0 2.2 2.2
f 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

TITsat emu 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
Ts K 158 158 158 158 158 158 158

Table 6.2: Fitting paxameters from hysteresis loops of SrRuOs

mean anisotropy barrier obtained from the fits, normalized to Wr(0),

w"(T) /w,(o) : [r - (T /T")r.XL _ T lTòr

and the normalized thermal fluctuation enerry

T/V"g) / W"(0) : [k BT / W 
"(o)]tn(t "* / 

ro)

(6.3)

(6.4)

The intersection of the two curves defines the mean blocking temperature,

above which the system is superparamagpetic, and below which the system

response is irreversible.

The collapse of the major loop coercive field as the system is warmed

through the ordered phase towa¡ds Q is almost exclusively intrinsic in origin

and is determined primarily by the exponent f" which defines the temper-

ature dependence of the median coercive field ã"("), with only a negligible

contribution from thermally activated relæ<ation. Figure (6.6)(b) shows the

relationship between the measured coercive field /1" and the model coercive

field ñ.".



3. The structural characteristics of lhe ZFC branch are almost purely coercive

in origin. The peak in the ZFC moment is a consequence of a competition

between the collapse of the coercive field distribution as T approaches ?i,

which enhances the response, and the collapse of the Barkhausen moment

p,(T), which suppresses the response. The shape of the peak on the low-

temperature side is defined by the exponents f" and li, and the location of

the peak is determined jointly by f" and ll and the zero-temperature spon-

taneous moment ¡rs, which defines the rate at which the thermal viscosity

field åi changes with temperature. In fact, this is the single feature of the

experimental data which provides the most direct access to the magnitude

of the zero temperature spontaneous Barkhausen moment ¡-ls. Similarly, the

field dependence of the ZFC moment at low temperatures is determined by

the dispersion ø"e of coercive fields.

4. By contrast, the behaviour of the FC branch is insensitive to the details of

the coercive field distribution, and is influenced primarily by the character-

istics of the i,nteraction fi,eld distributi,on, that is, by ø¿e and f¡, and by the

exponent f which controls the temperature dependence of the spontaneous

moment p,(T). The zero temperature FC moment rne,c(ho,T :0) is de-

termined primarily by the ntio hof o¡0 of the applied field to the dispersion

of interaction ûelds. The weak field dependence of the FC bra¡ch observed

in SrRuO3 for fields /¿o > 500 Oe is symptomatic of the fact that these

fields are much larger than typical interaction ûelds ø¡s : 104 Oe, and are

consequently capable of saturating the FC moment.

5. The pronounced bifurcation of the FC and ZFC branches in low applied

fields is a consequence of two inequalities, ø¿q ( lzo which ensures that the

FC moment is saturated, and ho Khæ which ensures that the induced ZFC
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response is small.
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6.2 Las.sSrs.sC oOs

The measured response of the Las.sSrs.sCoO3 system is summarized in figures (6.2)

and (6.8). Figure (6.7) shows measurements of the temperature dependence

of the FC a¡d ZFC moments performed over a wide range of applied fields

L\Oe < å" < L000 Oe, and figure (6.8) shows mear¡urements of the major hystere-

sis loop performed over a wide range of temperatures which span the irreversible

regime. The system Lay-rSrrCoO3 has been the subject of extensive previous in-

vestigations, some of which have concluded that no true ferromagnetic long-range

order exists in this system and, in particular, that the composition investigated

here is, in fact, not a ferromagnet but rather a "cluster spin gla.ss" [39]. This iden-

tification is ba^sed primarily on the significant bifurcation observed between the

FC and ZFC branches in ûgure (6.7), and on the breadth of the mærimum which

characterizes the temperature dependence of the ZFC moment in this system (in

contra.st to the behaviour of the low field ZFC moment of. SrRuO3 in figure (6.1),

which exhibits quite a sharp mærimum just below Zi). I" our opinion, the rapid

variation of the FC and the ZFC moments with temperature in the vicinity of

T = 230K in figure (6.7), and the simultaneous collapse of the coercive field, the

saturation remanence, ild the saturation moment in figure (6.8), are strongly

suggestive of a rapid, thermally localized collapse of the spontaneous moment

and of the anisotropy barriers, which is characteristic of a critical transition to

long-ranged ferromagnetism, and a preliminary analysis of measurements of the

field and temperature dependence of the ac susceptibility performed on this ma-

terial appeil to confirm this assessment[24]. While a Preisach analysis is not able

to yield a definitive statement regarding the structure of the magnetically ordered

state in Las.sSrs.sCoOs, it æ able to show that the ZFC moment in figure (6.7)

derives its structure directly from the distribution of anisotropy and pinning bar-
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Table 6.3: Preisach
Las.sSrs.sCoOs.

fitting parameters from ZFC and FC moments of

¡4(10-rÐemu) 6

ä.s(Oe 2200
a¿6 0.75

o¿o(Oe) 99

I 0.34
l"r 6.0
l.z 0.2
t; 0.08

À(1/Oe) 0.00015
f 0.45

Ínsaú(emü 2.02
T"(K 230

riers, and that the differences observed between lhe ZFC response functions of

SrRuOs and -Das.5.9rs.sCoOs are a direct consequence of the very diferent intrin-

sic temperature dependences which characterize the collapse of the free energy

ba¡riers in these f,wo systems.

The solid curves in figures (6.9) through figures (6.14) are numerical preisach

simulations based on a Preisach dist¡ibution of the form

p (h 
", 

h¡) - (zr o! (T) hï - È 

" " 
pl- (r o s (h 

" 
/ 

-h 

"g)0, / 2 03 g)l

. (zr o! (r))- * expl- h? / zo? (r)l (6.5)

assuming the following temperature dependences for the preisach parameters:

(6.6)

The best fit values of the pararneters obtained from the FC and ZFC d,ata

and the hysteresis loops are listed in tables (6.3) and (6.4), respectively.

( -n"g): ãæ[0.¡(r - T /7"¡r^ + 0.b(1 - T /r"¡r*1 1

) o"(T): øæ[0.5(1 - T/T"¡ra + 0.5(1 - T/r"¡ru1 I

I uQ) - /ro(1 -T/r")' I( øi(") : o¡o(1 -TlT"¡rt )
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Figure 6.7: Measuref?!! of the ternperøture dependence of the fietd. cooted(FC)
and zero fi,eld cooled(zFC) moment o! Las.sSrs.rCû, i,n uørious øpplied, fi,eti* n".
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Figure p.11.: ,4 compo-rison 9f_the Prei,sach numerical si,mulation (solid, cunte) o!
the major hysteresi,s loop of Las.sSrs.sCoos at T = 20K añth th¿ measured, íoop
(discrete poí,nts).
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T=50 K
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Figure 6.L2-: A compa-rison gfthe Preisach numerical simulation (solid curae) of
the- mojor hysteresis loop of LassSrs.sCoOs at T : 50K uith the meosured íoop
(dí,screte poi,nts).
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Figure 6-74: A comparí,son -of the 
-Preisach numerical si,mulation (solid, curue) of

the maj,or hysteresi,s loop of Las.sSrs.sCoos øti :lso-x-*¡ü.-ïniäåirlirä"looe
(di,screte points).
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T(K 5 20 50 100 150 200

pb(10-'Þemu) 6 6 6 6 6 6

h o.) 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200
o¿¡ 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75

o;s(Oe 99 99 99 99 99 99

f 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34

l'ct 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
fcz 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

l¡ 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08

À(L}-a /Oe) 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6

f 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Tfùsøt emu) 2.02 2.02 2.02 2.02 2.02 2.02

T"(K 230 230 230 230 230 230

Table 6.4: Preisach fitting parameters from hysteresis loops of. Las.sSrs.sCoOs

A comparison of figures (6.7) and (6.9) shows that the Preisach model

is able to replicate all of the principal structural features of the FC and ZFC

response functions, although it tends to overemphasize the sharpness of the re-

sponse in the low field (h" < 300 Oe) ZFC moment just below ?". While this

latter behaviour is dependent, to a limited extent, on the precise functional form

ot n"(f) which is used to represent the intrinsic temperature dependence of the

free energy barriers, it also tends to be a peculiarity of the lognormal coercive field

distribution which va¡ishes at low fields. For this distribution, the absence of low

free energy barriers suppresses thermally activated transitions until the tempera-

ture T is close enough to ?i to generate a significant population of these low free

energy barriers through the critical collapse of the free energy landscape. The

number of thermal activation events then increases dramatically over a relatively

narrow temperature interval, leading to a sharp mæcimum.

Figure (6.15) compares the temperature dependence of the measured coer-

cive field H", and the model coercive field å", while figure (6.16) compares the

temperature dependence of the mean free energy barrier l¡/.(T)/W"(0) obtained
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from the fits with the thermal fluctuation energ-y W.(T)/tñ/"(0). The temperature

dependence of the free energy barriers in Lao.sSro.sCoOs is clearly very different

from that of. SrRuOs in figure (6.6), and our analysis shows that these differences

are me.nifested very directly in the ZFC response, which thus provides a highly

sensitive probe of the free energy landscape and its variation with temperature.
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6.3 Las.TSrs.sMnOs

The final system investigated here was the substituted perovskite Las.TSrs.sMnOs.

In order to explore in more depth the predictive capabilities of the Preisach for-

malism, two modifications were introduced into the current analysis: (a) the

experimental data set was expanded to include meaÉ¡urements of the field and

temperature dependence of the remønent rnomenú, and (b) the role of the re-

versible contribution in the model was altered somewhat.

Figures (6.17) through (6.21) show measurements (discrete points) and

Preisach simulations (solid curves) of the temperature dependence in various ap-

plied fields of the ZFC moment, the isothermal retnønent magnetí,zation (IRM)

obtained by reducing the field to zero from the ZFC state, the FC moment, and the

thermorernanent rnoment (TRM) obtained by reducing the field to zero from the

FC state. The FC and ZFC moments exhibit a rapid temperature dependence

for ? > 300K suggestive of ferromagnetic ordering with a critical temperature

T" = 325K. A critical analysis of the a.c. suriceptibility is currently underway to

verify this expectation. The FC moment is relatively featureless, and essentially

changes in amplitude only with changes in the applied field åo. The ZFC moment

increases gradually with increa^sing temperature and exhibits a maximum just

below Q which becomes broader and shifbs to lower temperatures with increas-

ing l¿". By contrast, the characteristics of the remanence are altered appreciably

by changes in the field. At low fields, the TRM and IRM resemble the FC and

ZFC moments, respectively. However, as the field increases, the shape of the

TRM changes systematically from concave down to concave up at low tempera-

tures so that, at high fields, it bears almost no resemblance to the FC moment.

The IRM also undergoes systematic changes such that, at high fields, it exhibits

a ma:cimum at low temperatures followed by a "knee" at high temperatures in
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the vicinity of 275K. Such mea.surements of the remanences aid appreciably in
defining the characteristics of the reversible component of the response.

Figures (6.22) through (6.25) show measurements (discrete points) and

Preisach simulations (solid curves) of the initial magnetizing curve rn¿ , the mag-

netizing remanence m"" (identical to the IRM) obtained by reducing the field to

zero starting from any given point on the initial magnetizing curse, the descending

branch of the major hysteresis \oop m¿, and the demagnetizing reman eîcê, ,trl¿¡,

obtained by reducing the ûeld to zero starting from any point on the descending

branch.

The Preisach analysis assumed that the spectrum of characteristic Barkhausen

fields ä" and å¡ wa^s described by the product of two Gaussian distributio¡s:

p(h", h;) : (ztro2")-i exp[-(h" - h"¡2 ¡Zo!1

'(2ro)-*¿xef-n! /zoll

where h.(T), o"(T) and ø¿(7) were allowed to vary with temperature as follows:

(6.8)

In this analysis, each Barkhausen element was assigned a response function

consisting of two branches, an upper branch

TrL+ : G - f)pQ) * f pe)(r - exp(_Àl å" l))

and a lower branch

(6.e)

rn-: -(1 - f)p!)+fp(T)(t-erp(-Àlä. l))

í 
-h"g): 

ñæ[0.6(1 -TfT"¡r., +0.4(1 -T/7"¡r*1 1

1 ""Q): øæ[0.6(1 -T/7")t'", +0.4(1 -r/r.7r*1 |( od(?) : o¿o(L - T/7")', )

(6.7)

(6.10)

where the plus (minus) sign corresponds to positive (negative) åo. This approach

incorporates reversibility clearly into each individual Ba¡khausen response func-
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tion, and efrectively replaces the standard rectangular Preisach hysteresis loop by

a stoner-wohlfarth-like hysteresis loop with saturation moment ¡te) and,rema-

nence (t - Í)pQ) but with, in general, asymmetric activation ûelds (a, p) due to
interactions with other Barkhausen subsystems.

In this analysis, the spontaneour¡ moment ¡t(T) was allowed to vary with
temperature a.s

p(T) : pa[0.6(r - T /7")r, + 0.4(1 _ (T /7")r")] (6.11)

The reversible para-eter À was also allowed to vary with temperature T as

À(") : Ào * Àr? * ÀzT2* À3?3, (6.12)

but the reversible factor f was held constant.

Table (6.5) lists the values of all the fitting parameters. Only one set of.

parameters wa.s used to describe the entire spectrum of experimental data shown

in figures (6.17) through (6.25).

Figure (6-26) compares the temperature dependence of the model coercive

field ãc(?) and the measured coercive field I/,, and figure (6.27) shows the tem-

perature dependence of the reversible parâmeters À(") and f(T).

The Preisach model clearly provides an excellent representation of both the

moment and remanence data, and the modifications introduced into this analy-

sis, particula.rly those relating to the remanent moment, allows us to construct

a much more detailed physical picture of the thermal activation processes and

their relationship to the evolution of the free energy landscape with tempera-

tu¡e. In particular, according to the preisach diagram in ûgure (2.4), cooling

from the critical temperature ?" forces all of the two level Baukhausen subsys-

tems in figure (2.1) into their lower energy súaúe, which is / : +pg) if h¿ ) ho ot

Ó - -tt(T) if ll'i < ho. Of course the precise configuration of subsystem moments
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Figure 6.23: Measurements (di,screte poi,nts) ond, preisøch si,mulati,ons (so2i,d,
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Figure 6.24: Measurements .(discrete points) and, Preisøch si,mulations (solid,
ryraes).9f the initi,øI-magnetiiing curri rry, íh, magnetizing rern¿,nence m,. the
descending branch 2f thT yolor hysteresis joop *¿, ä"¿ in"'2à*';;;;;t;;;;;¿;;r-
nence rna, oÍ Laa.TSrs.sMnOs at T : 200K.
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Figure 6.25: Measurernents (discrete points)- ønd, Preisach simuløtions (solid,
cyrles).9f the initial-magnetizi,ng crrui m¿, ihe møgnetizing rernonence m,, the
descendl'ng branch oJ tnç lnzlor hvsteresís loop rr¿¿, and the-dernagnetizing r'ema-
nence ma, ol Las.TSrs.sMnOs atT :250K.
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Table 6.5: Preisach fitting paremeters for Lan.TSrs.sMnOs.

r.K) 325

å"e(Oe) 300
o6(0e) 210
o¡o(Oe) 105

pûrcrnu 5 x 10-'4
f1 0.5
lz 7.0
f"r 8.0
f"2 0.3
l"t 8.0
f'"2 0.3
f; 0.0
f 0.65

Ào(Oe-r) 1.0 x 10-ö
\(K-LO¿-L) 1.0 x 10-o

^2(K-zoe-L)
-3.2 x 10-ö

h(K-ïos-1) 3.0 x 10-r
mro¿(emu 6.22

*,tQ) at any given temperature depends upon how the energy barriers w+(r)
in equation (2.5) and (2.6), and hence the characteristic fields ä"(?) *d h¡(T),

are growing with temperature, and this is modelled by assuming that all possible

fields are in principle represented in the material, and allowin g the d,istri,buti,on

of these ûelds to evolve with temperature in order to simulate the actual growth.

If we focus then on a typical Ba¡khausen element with coercive field ñ,"9) which

is trapped in either its +p(") or -¡t(T) state in the cooling field lzo, it is clear

that this state is very stable with respect to changes in ñ"(?) with temperature

since the trapped state is always the lower energ'y state. we thus expect that

the temperature dependence of the FC moment will be determined primarily by

the Barkhausen moment ¡t'(T) and by the reversible pa.rameter À(") and will be

insensitive b n"(T), and this is indeed confirmed by our fits.
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However, the situation may change dramatically when the fietd lzo is re-

duced to zero from the ûeld cooled state to form the thermoremanent (TRM)

state. In particular, Barkhausen elements with large negative interaction fields

lå¡l = å,"¡, cooled in large positive applied fierds åo > lå.d|, will be trapped in
an unstable positive state / : +p(T) state upon removal of the field, and these

will be pa,rticularly susceptible to thermal activation into the / : -¡r(?) state

when the temperature is increased from T : 0 since the free energy barrier

w+ : þ(h"- lå¡l) in figure (2.1) is very small. Moreover, the temperature depen-

dence of these activation processes will be defined primarily by the temperature

dependence of -h"(T). Thus, if there is a reasonable population of Barkhausen

elements with large interaction fields lful - -h*, the TRM measured in large ap-

plied fields ho may provide a sensitive probe of the temperature dependence of

the dissipation barriers. By contrast, field cooling in small fields åo ( ã.p wiil
only affect Barkhausen elements with small interaction fields lä¿l ( ñæ, and these

elements will be insensitive to variations in ã"(?) except perhaps near [. Thus

the low field rRM will be determined primarily by p(T), with no contribution

from À(") since the reversible component has been removed.

Similar considerations apply to the ZFC moment and the isothermal rema-

nent moment (IRM). Barkhausen elements with large negatiueinteraction fields

lh¿l - å"s, which are trapped in their stable ó - -p(T) state during zero field

cooling, will become unstable when a large positive field is applied at T :0 and

will be relatively easy to excite thermally into their ó: +p(T) when the temper-

ature is increased, since their free energy barrier 'll'_ - p(h"+lhl-åo) is small

for fields ho - h"*lä¿1. However, these elements wiII tend to activate backto their

ë - -tt(T) state when åo is reduced to zero, since now the free energ-y barrier

W+ : þ(h"- lå¿l) will be small, and thus these elements will r¿ot contribute to the

IRM. I¡stead, it is the Barkhausen elements with low negøtiaeinteraction fields
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l/¿¡l < ã.s which will remain permanently trapped in their ó: +p(T) state when

ho -t 0, and which will be responsible for the IRM. By contrast, in low applied

fields, actir¡ation will involve elements with low interaction fields and low coercive

ûelds å" K ha, and will depend on the growth of the thermal fluctuation energy

w* - lcBTQ, rather than on the collapse of the free energy ba¡riers.

How does Løslsrs.sMnos frt into the physical picture described above?

According to the Preisach simulations, this system does indeed have significant

interaction fields since oio - 0.67-hû. F\rrthermore, the temperature dependence

of the coercive field ã"(") exhibits a pronounced decrease at low temperatures,

as shown in figure (6.26). We thus expect to observe a crossover in the behaviour

of the TRM and IRM from a low field regime where the TRM is dominated by

p'Q) and the IRM is dominated by w*, to a high field regime where the TRM ex-

hibits strong cu¡vature reminiscent of.h"(T) and the IRM exhibits equally strong,

but opposite curvature. This is precisely what is observed experimentally in fig-

ures (6.17) to (6.21), and replicated so convincingly by the Preisach formalism.

we conclude this section by plottingthe mean anisotropy barrier W"g)/W"(0)

and the thermal fluctuation energy w. /W"(0) as a function of temperature io fig-

ure (6.28) for Las.TSrs.sMnOs. This ûgure empha.sizes the aniss¿¡opy-dominated

nature of the irreversible processes in this material.
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Chapter 7

Critique and Summary

This thesis represents an attempt to e:iplore and to unlock the potentiat of the

Preisach model as a rigorous physically realistic theoretical fra.mework for describ-

ing and interpreting the irreversible response of magnetically ordered materials

below thei¡ critical ordering temperature Q. The emphasis here is particularly on

replicating the euolution with temperøture of standard diagnostic response func-

tions like the initial maguetizing curve, the major hysteresis loop, the field cooled

moment, and the zero field cooled moment, over a broad range of temperatures,

which spâ.ns the entire regime of irreversible behaviour. Thus experimental sys-

tems have been chosen which reach equilibrium superparamagnetism, or which

have a critical temperature 7, which lies, within the experimentally accessible

temperature range 2K < T < 350K. Furthermore, since no attempt was made

to design geometrically simple or symmetric microstructures, the systems stud-

ied here are necessarily characterized by substantial structural disorder, and thus

are particularly well suited to an analysis which does r¿ot rely on an intimate

knowledge of microstructural details.

In principle, il order for a system to be eligible for a Preisach-based analy-

sis, it must satisfy two criteria: (a) an increment in the applied field from lzol to

äo2 followed by-an equal reuerse increment must return the system to the origi-

nal state, and (b) minor loops bounded by the same two reversal fields must be
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geometrically congruent. Within experimental accuracy, all of the systems inves-

tigated here obey property (a), even for repeating cycling of the field. Attempts
to verify property (b) were somewhat less convincing, although at least some of
the variation between min6¡ loops could be attributed to lack of reproducibility
in the applied field due to the hysteresis in the superconducting magnet.

Perhaps the most common criticism levelled at Preisach-based formulations

of hysteresis is their inability to identify the specific physical mechanism which
is responsible for the measured i¡reversible characteristics of a particular mate-
rial' In fact, the Preisach formalism does have the flexibility to accommodate

quite speciûc reversal mechanisms and even symmetries, such as coherent ¡ota-
tion against uniærial anisotropy, or 180o degree wall d.isplacement with unia>cial or
cubic anisotropy provided that the generic elementary Preisach loop described in
section 6'3 is replaced by the elementary loops appropriate to the specific mecha-

nism, such as those shown in figures (14.8) or (14.g) in physics of Magnetism by
S' Chikazuni[40]. Of course, in highly structurally disordered materials like those

studied here, a realistic theoretical description must include some orientational

averaging a's well as ar average over the anisotropy constants or the strength of
the pinning sites. However, both of these averages can be conveniently subsumed

into a single distribution of coercive fields /(är) whose shape is in fact sensiti,ue to

the details of the individual spectra assumed for both the easy axis orientations as

well as the anisotropy constants. For example, if we adopt the Stoner-Wohlfarth

model of coherent rotation[41], then h": hx[(sinl)zlt * þose2/al-e/2, and the
distribution of /(ä") of critical switching fields produced by a distribut ion g1(0)

of orientations and a distribution g2(hy) of anisotropy fields is given by

f (h") = lo*'' nr{Ðnr(hx : h"z(o))z(o)do (7.1)

where Z(0) - dhK/dh" - [(sín0)2/3 + (cos0)2/s]s/2. Figure 2.1 shows a com-
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QiÛes.

parison of the critical field distributions f (h") for a system of perfectly aligned

particles gt(0) : d(0), and for a system of isotropically oriented particles g{0) :
sin|, bolh with the s¿r¿e Gaussian distribution of anisotropy fields g2(är) :
(2no2*)-t/zerpl-(hy -h¡ç)2/Zo2*], \Ã¡ith h*:1, and ox :0.I. The effect of

randomness is twofold: (1) the most probable critical freldñ," = -hx/2 
and (2) the

distribution f (h") develops an asurnrnetiry about ñ" which is highly reminiscent of

the asymmetry which cha¡acterizes the lognonnal distribution of coercive fields

used in some of the Preisach analyses in this thesis.

I¡ the current context, where the focus is on simulating and understanding

experimental systematics of structu¡al and bond disordered ferromagnets over

a broad range of fields and temperatures, rather than replicating the speciûc
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structural featu¡es of a single room temperature hysteresis loop, it is our con-

tention that such issues a¡e of secondary importance, and that excessive reliance

on speciûc mechanisms is neither necessary nor physically defensible. Instead,

the emphasis here has been on defining the spectrum of free enerry Barkhausen

barriers p(W+,W-) or equivalently p(h",lz¡) which cha¡acterize specific materials,

and in particular how its evolution with temperature may be deduced from stan-

dard magnetic response functions, and how this evolution is related to the critical

ordering temperature [. For this purpose, the general formalism described in

chapters 2 and 3 is ideal.

According to this formalism, the free enerry barriers which impede moment

reversal are defined by three elements, a dissipation field lz" which measures energy

Iosses, an âsJrmmetry field fu which measures energ'y stored, and the Barkhausen

moment p, all of which are temperature dependent, and all of which are statisti-

cally distributed over a spectrum of values. While the most direct source of infor-

mation about the zero temperature coercive fietd (å") distribution is provided by

the lowest temperature (T :2K) initial magnetizing curve and major hysteresis

loop, higher temperature hysteresis loops must be interpreted with considerable

caution since the collapse of the loop with increasing temperature originates from

two sources, thermal fluctuations and intrinsic variatious with temperature. To a

large extent, the resolution of these effects lies in the ZFC moment, which provides

a scan in fixed field of the thermal activation processes a.s the system is warmed

through the i¡reversible regime, and then the superpa¡e.magnetic regime, towa¡ds

the critical temperature. Assumptions rega,rding the intrinsic temperature depen-

dences, made within the context of the hysteresis loops, are of[en incompatible

with the thermal profile of the ZFC moment. While this procedure for separating

the intrinsic and extrinsic thermal effects is not entirely without ambiguity, in

the sense that it is generally possible to identify a range of solutions which are
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comparably representative of the data, it nevertheless allows us to place each sys-

tem firmly within a particular cløss of behaviour where thermal fluctuations a¡e
either definitely important or definitely negligible. In the latter ca.se, the analysis
yields a clear picture of the mânner in which the d.issipation barriers collapse with
temperature.

While the role of the asymmetry (or interaction) field å¿ is subtle and often
diffcult to deduce from an exa.mination of hysteresis isotherms, its impact on the
FC moment is particularly profound. To illustrate this point, we show in figure
(7'2) Preisach simulations of the FC and ZFC moment of three model anisotropy-
dominated systems, ranging from system (a) where ø¡o ( ho K. h* = 1.0 to
system (c) where h* :1.0 < ho K. ø¿s, with system (b) intermediate between

these two. It is clear that the thermal profile of the FC moment depends cru_

cially on the size of ø¡e relative to both ñ.¡ and ho. To show that this is not a

mere mathematical exercise, we show in figure (2.3) measurements of the FC and
ZFC moment of four perovskites all measured in roughly the sa-e applied field
ho : 50 Oe or 100 Oe, but with very d.iferent low temperature coercive fields,
which decrease systematically from H" - 8600 Oe for SrRuOs (7" = 161K) in
(a), to H" - 320 Oe for LasßSrsJ.CoOs (7" = 25ZK) io (b), to H": 85 Oe

fot Las.TCas.sMnOs (7":245K) in (c), to H":21 Oe for Nis.sZns.2Fe2O4in

(d)' The simulations in figure (7.2) provide the frrst quantdtatiueexplanation for
the systematic change in FC and ZFC thermal profiles as one progresses through
this sequence of materials. In the two fluctuation-dominated systems studied in
this thesis, the temperature dependence of o¡(T) is directly responsible for gen-

erating a maú,munt, in the temperature dependence of the FC moment. whether
the rapid decrease in o¿ which is responsible for this effect is simply due to the
gradual weakening of the static interaction fields as the particles unblock and
become superparâmagnetic, or is a manifestation of a spin glass-type of ordering
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phenomenon is the subject of futu¡e investigations.

It is relevant to enquire about the prcdictíue capabilities of preisach mod-

els like this one, that is, the extent to which the model is able to predict the

field and temperature dependence of the magnetic response functions given some

'Tu¡de-ental" set of characteristic parameters for a given material, in the spirit

of micromagnetic models. Ideally, it would be possible d,eríue the distribution

of Barkhausen cha¡acteristic energies (stored and d.issipated) from considerations

of the topolory of the micromagnetic free energy surface, which would depend

on specific material patemeters a¡d on their temperature dependence, and then

implement the Preisach formalism to generate the response functions. Since the

basic principles which govern the statistics of the Barkhausen instabilities are not

known, this approach is not yet realistic, although at least part of the motivation

behind the current work is that Preisach analyses like the ones conducted here

may eventually reveal patterns from which these principles could be inferred. At
this stage, the Preisach model is an interpretive tool rather than a predictive the-

ory. Nevertheless, as the current analyses show, the generality of the formalism is

particularly well suited for establishrng conelationsbetween specific aspects of the

Barkhausen free energy spectrum and specific structural features of the response

functions, which wouid be extremely diffiç¿1¿ to recognize from a micromagnetic

perspective, md these correlations may ultimately provide the foundation for

developing a more rigorous and sophisticated Preisach-based representation of
hysteresis, which ¡sfains the conceptual simplicity of the double well ensemble,

but which relies less on intuitive preconceptions of how the free energy landscape

of a given material is configured and how it evolves with temperature.
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